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Abstract

In this dissertation we investigate some structural properties involved in the
symmetry in graphs. We do this by studying automorphically equivalent vertices.
We present many theorems regarding symmetry in graphs that, to my knowledge,
are origional. We show how two vertices being automorphically equivalent implies
that all vertices within any given distance of the vertices will be automorphically
equivalent. We note certain homomorphic equivalences that can occur as a direct
result of this symmetry. We state a result that shows how symmetries in graphs
can lead to symmetries in the long term behaviour of dynamical systems on
graphs. We give algorithms to find these symmetries and investigate some other
issues like how often such symmetries occur in various random graphs and how
to build symmetric graphs from arbitrary graphs. We finish by reviewing some
methods by which modular decomposition can sometimes be used to provide
efficient solutions to some problems involved (such as graph isomorphism) as well
as how to find said graph symmetries given a unique tree representation of a
graph.
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Introduction

Graph theory is everywhere, whenever some system can be visualised as a set
of elements that are somehow interconnected, graphs occur. With the advent
of computers graph theory has blossomed. Rather than just being the study of
abstract properties, graph theory now has masses of practical applications in the
simulation of systems with complicated interactions. These include biological
systems like nervous systems and food chains, chemical interaction systems like
DNA and protein interactions and many ‘man made’ graphs like the internet,
transport networks and social networks. This project’s main aim is character-
ising symmetry in graphs, that is knowing how to find it and what it means.
We give methods that reveal information about the behaviour of some, poten-
tially very complicated, dynamical systems on graphs by considering scenarios
where symmetric parts of graphs will behave similarly to one another even when
they are quite distantly separated. We also investigate theoretical qualities re-
lated to graph symmetry and discuss computational methods of solving problems
involved.

0.1. About symmetry, and what is in this project.

One of the core notions in mathematic is that of symmetry, it occurs in the
formulae of equations, the properties of abstract objects and the form of shapes.
Indeed it is believed by many physicists that the formulation of a grand unified
theory will be one that exploits as many of the universe’s naturally occurring
symmetries as possible. Geometric symmetry is the symmetry of spatial objects.
Shapes can be characterized by a discussion of their symmetry; for instance the
circle has the characteristic that it looks the same through any rotation. The
square has the characteristic that it looks the same under 90o rotations. Shapes
may also have transverse symmetries, for example a piece of roadway might look
similar to another piece of roadway further along the road.

A symmetry in geometry can be loosely defined as some sort of straight forward
transformation of an image, such that the transform gives an output that looks
similar to the input.

Symmetry in graphs is, in many ways, similar to geometric symmetry, but it
is formalized, not in the language of spatial transforms, but in the language of
isomorphisms.

In this project we show some techniques by which symmetry in the structure
of graphs can be found through the study of graph isomorphism. We present
results which are, to my knowledge, origional by which vertices may be shown
to have exactly similar relationships to their exteriors (called automorphically
equivalent vertices). We make new theorems to describe how the automorphic
equivalence of a pair of vertices can in turn imply the automorphic equivalence of
the neighbourhood of such vertices. We show how this phenomenon of equivalent
vertices can imply the equivalence of all the vertices in large subgraphs centered
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around a pair of such vertices. We present some implications of symmetry for
dynamical systems on graphs, in particular we investigate how behaviour on such
systems can ‘synchronise’ as a direct result of structural symmetry. We discuss
how much graph symmetries are likely to occur on random graphs. Also, as
something of an aside, we end the dissertation with a discussion of some concepts
from algorithmic graph theory; these concepts reveal ways to sometimes solve
problems involved with graph symmetry in efficient time.

0.2. An overview of this dissertation.

The first section introduces the reader to some fundamental concepts required
for the discussion of graph theory. This section is important for comprehension of
any of the rest of the dissertation, discussing basic concepts like subgraphs, neigh-
bourhoods and distances, before mentioning more complicated concepts such as
isomorphism and homomorphism.

In section 2 we introduce dynamical systems on graphs, giving explanations and
reviews of work that has already been done in this subject, as well as discussing
something of the vast subject of cellular automata.

Section 3 contains most of the new results in this project, stating the main
theorems and proofs-all such results are origional as far as I know. The new
results we present include the condition that two subgraphs of a graph are auto-
morphically equivalent is the same as the condition that the graph will ‘look the
same’ under the removal of either of the subgraphs. We present theorems about
how the automorphic equivalence of a pair of vertices implies the equivalence
of the neighbourhood of these vertices. We show how this effect leads to the
implication that the subgraph induced by all the vertices at any given distance
from one of the pair of equivalant vertices will be automorphically equivalent to
the subgraph induced by the set of vertices that are of that distance from the
other vertex. Finally we present another new theorem regarding a certain type
of operation which, given the presence of certain types of graph symmetry, will
create a graph which is homomorphically equivalent to the input graph. This
operation can be thought of as a sort of folding operation that produces a graph
which has many structural characteristics of the starting graph, despite being
almost half as large. We conclude the section with a simple application of some
of the results created.

Section 4 provides a further discussion of the ramifications of our new results.
We present, as a corollary of a theorem in section 3, a method by which one can
make symmetric graphs in a very simple way. We discuss how the phenomena
of symmetry in random graphs has already being considered by such authors as
Paul Erdos. We make a conjecture based on one of the theorems in the previous
section. This attempts to derive a relationship between the probability that two
graphs are isomorphic and the probability that two vertices in some random
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graph are automorphically equivalent. Finally we discuss some topical, small
world graphs, discussing how studying their symmetries could be of interest and
then we conclude on what we have found with regards to symmetry in graphs.

Section 5 is about graph decompositions, this is in some ways separate to the
rest of the project as it discusses ways by which some of the problems encountered
earlier (such as graph isomorphism and graph colouring) can sometimes be solved
more efficiently with the aid of modular decomposition. We also see how some
concepts involved, such as the modular decomposition tree of a graph, may have
more direct interactions with graph symmetry. The final section serves to tie
together these results and make conclusions about what the study has achieved
and what may be left to study.
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1. Some basic concepts in graph theory

1.1. What graphs are.

Graphs are fundamental objects to mathematics, the most straight forward,
and stranded kind of graph is the undirected graph. We take many of our el-
ementary graph theory definitions from [1],[3] and [4], most of which are very
widely known.

Definition 1.1.1. An undirected graph, G = (V, E), is defined as a set of el-
ements known as vertices which form vertex set V together with an edge set E
which consists of a list of unordered pairs of vertices.

The directed graph (or digraph),
−→
G = (V,

−→
E ), is a more complicated type of

graph. Digraphs have the same definition as the undirected graph except that

the edge set
−→
E consists of a list of ordered pairs of vertices. This means that each

edge in a directed graphs is to be considered to be ‘one way’- from one vertex to
another.

In this project the usual kind of graphs considered are both undirected and
simple, by simple we mean there is no edge connecting a vertex to itself and each
pair of vertices can have at most one adjoining edge. For this reason whenever
the reader reads the term graph, they should assume, unless otherwise stated,
that simple undirected graphs are being discussed.

Graphs are so called because they lend themselves well to graphic illustration.
Undirected graphs can be drawn as a set of ‘dots’ representing vertices, connected
by lines which represent the edges present. Geometric concepts such as the length
of the lines and the spatial positions of the dots are quite unrelated to the infor-
mation contained in a graph. This abundance of different possible visualisations
of graphs is perhaps the reason graph drawing has become a vast subject in its
own right. The main goal in graph drawing is to find a way to visualise a given
graph, so that the viewer may easily discern the important features of the struc-
ture of the graph involved. In this project we present numerous illustrations of
graphs, these are often drawn using either the maple maths package or a piece
of free software called grin that has many features useful to our investigations (
more about the software used in this project is discussed in subsection 4.3).

When we wish to specify that a certain vertex v is in a graph G, of the form
G = (V, E), formally we should write v ∈ V . We specify that two vertices u and
v in G are adjacent, most accurately, by writing {u, v} ∈ E. When two vertices
are adjacent we sometimes say that they are connected or attached. Sometimes
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we use the notation u adj v to express the fact that u and v are adjacent in G.
Conversely u not adj v is written to express that u and v are not adjacent in G.

The definition of adjacency varies for directed graphs. For a directed graph−→
G = (V,

−→
E ) we say that the vertices u, v ∈ V have the property u is adjacent

to v if (u, v) ∈
−→
E , note that, unlike with undirected graphs, this does not imply

that v is adjacent to u.
Subgraphs are a very important notion to graph theory, subgraphs are simply

graphs that are contained within other graphs.

Definition 1.1.2. For a graph G = (V, E) we say that X = (VX , EX) is a
subgraph of a graph G, if VX ⊆ V and EX is the set of all edges in G that
connect vertices in VX .

Conversely for a graph G = (V, E) and for any VX ⊆ V we refer to X =
(VX , EX), where EX is as before, to be the subgraph induced on the vertex set
VX in G. So when we speak of the graph induced by a certain set VX of vertices
in G, we speak of the graph X with this vertex set VX as its vertex set and EX

as its edge set such that {u, v} ∈ E ⇔ {u, v} ∈ EX , ∀u, v ∈ VX .
We often make use of shorthand in this project, we write X ⊆ G to denote X

being a subgraph of G and we write v ∈ G to represent v being a vertex in G’s
vertex set. Using this sort of notation, for a graph G = (V, E), we sometimes
write the number of vertices in a graph, |V |, as |G|.

We can distinguish between vertices in graphs using vertex labelling, making
labelled graphs. By the term labelled graph we mean that each vertex v of the
graph G has, associated to it, some type of label labG(v). Technically this label
can be anything, but in this paper the labels generally consist of positive integers,
that is ∀v ∈ G, labG(v) ∈ N+. Sometimes in this project labelled graphs are
used where we would really desire to use unlabeled graphs, for example when
manipulating graphs in computers one must specify specific labels to the vertices
so that the graphs adjacency matrix (see subsection 1.4) can be generated.

The complement of a graph G is the graph with edges wherever there are no
edges in G and no edges wherever there are edges in G.

Definition 1.1.3. For a graph G the complement of G, written Ḡ, is the graph
with |Ḡ| = |G| and, ∀u, v ∈ G, u adj v in G ⇔ u not adj v in Ḡ.

The complement of a graph is, in a way, the opposite of a graph. Complements
are interesting to us for a few reasons, firstly many charactistics of graphs turn
out to be shared by their complements, also it turns out that graph complements
have quite a lot to do with modular decomposition.

Another set of concepts that have a fair amount to with graph decomposition
are those of graph surgery.
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1.2. Graph surgery.

Sometimes we wish to chop graphs up into separate parts, and sometimes
we want to stick them together to make other graphs. Many of these sort of
operations reside in the proofs used in section 3 and in the graph decomposition
process which we discuss in subsection 5.5. We take the definitions of disjoint
sum and disjoint union from [5].

We say two graphs are disjoint if they have no vertices in common (although
it is possible they may be connected by edges).

Definition 1.2.1. For two disjoint graphs X and Y we define the disjoint union,
X+Y , to be the graph attained by the union of X and Y with no edges connecting
vertices in X to vertices of Y .

Disjoint union is the operation where two separate graphs are converted to a
single graph with no edges between them. Disjoint sum is very similar except
that instead of having no connections present between the two disjoint graphs,
all possible edges that could connect the two graphs are added.

Definition 1.2.2. For two disjoint graphs X and Y we define the disjoint sum,
X ⊕ Y , to be the graph attained by the union of X and Y with all possible edges
that connect vertices of X to vertices of Y present.

These two ‘sticking together’ operations are well across graph theory. We
propose to define a more fuzzy way in which two graphs may be attached to one
another, we call this operation the casual union. Note that this definition is my
own invention (as far as I know) but I believe it is extreemly likely to have been
used in other literature.

Definition 1.2.3. For a graph G with two disjoint subgraphs X and Y we define
the casual union, X∪̌Y , to be the graph attained by the union of X and Y with
edges connecting vertices of X to vertices of Y if and only if such edges are present
in G.

In addition to these three ‘sticking’ operations we also define a ‘chopping’
operation using the usual set theoretical notion of subtraction.

Definition 1.2.4. For a graph G with X ⊆ G we define the graph on G with the
subgraph X removed, written G − X, to be the subgraph of G induced by those
vertices that are in G, but are not in X.

1.3. Neighbourhoods, connectivity and distances on graphs.
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Neighbourhoods and shortest distances on graphs crop up in numerous places
in this project, in particular the concepts are used in the original results related
to automorphically equivalent vertices. The evolution of the dynamical systems
on graphs we consider also progress using update rules that involve the neigh-
bourhoods of vertices. Distances are another notion of some importance. In
this section we define the idea of walks on graphs, this helps us describe graph
distances as well as allowing us to define the idea of path connectivity.

The neighbourhood of a vertex v in graph G, denoted Ne(v), is graph ‘induced’
on the set of all vertices in G that are adjacent to v.

Definition 1.3.1. For a graph G, with v ∈ G, the neighbourhood of v, Ne(v),
is the subgraph induced on the vertex set {u ∈ G|u adj v}. Elements of Ne(v)
are referred to as the neighbours of v.

It is often important to know how many edges are incident on a given vertex
v ∈ G, this is called the degree of v, denoted deg(v) and may be more formally
defined as deg(v) = |Ne(v)|.

As well as the neighbourhood of individual vertices we can define the neigh-
bourhood of subgraphs as follows.

Definition 1.3.2. For a subgraph X ⊆ G we define the neighbourhood of the
subgraph, Ne(X), to be the graph induced on the vertex set {u ∈ G − X|∃w ∈
X : u adj w}.

Later, in subsection 3.4, we use this notation to define Nek(X) for k ∈ N+

following the iterative definition Nek(X) = Ne(Nek−1(X)).
To be able to define distances and connected components we must first intro-

duce the notions of walks and paths. Note that the definitions of walks and paths
does differ slightly from their analogous uses in some other areas of mathematics.
We use the definitions from [4].

Definition 1.3.3. For a graph G, we say a walk on G is any sequence of vertices
(u1, u2, ..., un) such that ∀ui in the walk, ui adj ui+1 in G.

The walk is so called because it could represent the journey of some imaginary
creature that lives on the vertices of a graph and can ‘walk’ about on edges that
connect vertices. If the creature were adverse to travelling to the same vertex
twice then its journey would be called a path.

Definition 1.3.4. A path is a kind of walk in which no vertex, ui, visited in the
walk is visited more than once.

We can use walks to define cycles, these are parts of graphs that form loops so
that one may perform a walk starting and finishing at the same vertex.

Definition 1.3.5. A closed walk is a walk that ends up in the same place that it
starts from.
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Definition 1.3.6. A cycle, Ck, on k vertices is defined by that walk on the vertices
v1, v2, ..vk, v1 where vi is a distinct vertex of G for any given i .

The number of edges traversed in a given walk is called the length of the walk.
Now with the notions of paths and walks we may define terms which help us

to separate graphs into pieces called connected components that have no walks
between them.

If two vertices on a graph G have some path between them then we say that
they are path-connected on the graph G, otherwise we say that the vertices are
path-disconnected on G. Note the term path-connected should not be confused
with the term adjacent which specifies the existence of a path connecting two
vertices that traverses only one edge.

If ∀x, y ∈ G, x and y are path-connected in G then we say that G is path-
connected, otherwise we say that G is path-disconnected.

A subgraph X ⊆ G that is path connected such that ∀u ∈ X and v ∈ G−X,
u and v are path disconnected is called a connected component of G.

By the same token these notions can be applied to the complement of a graph
as well. For example a subgraph X ⊆ G such that X̄ is a connected component
of Ḡ is known as a complement connected component of G.

Distances are another important concept in this project

Definition 1.3.7. For any x, y ∈ G, d(x, y) denotes the shortest path distance
(or just distance) between x and y, this is the length of the path from x to y that
has the shortest path length.

Note that if x and y lie on different connected components of G then there
is no path between them so the idea of d(x, y) is a bit nonsensical, in this case
we say by convention that d(x, y) = ∞ to represent the never ending journey
involved in trying to get from x to y.

1.4. The adjacency matrix of a graph.

Adjacency matrices are square matrices full of ones and zeros and are often
used to specify the structure of graphs.

Definition 1.4.1. For a graph G with distinct labels labG(v) ∈ [1, |G|] ∀v ∈ G
, The adjacency matrix of G, A, is the |G| × |G| matrix, with vertex labels as
indices such that; if the two vertices with labels i and j are adjacent then let the
adjacency matrix entry Ai,j = 1, otherwise the two vertices with labels i and j
are not adjacent and we let Ai,j = 0.
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The adjacency matrix gives us a complete description of a given labeled graph,
and, when representing graphs in computers, adjacency matrices often provide
the most efficient representation for computational manipulation.

Figure 1. An illustration of a graph together with its adjacency matrix

To illustrate the idea of adjacency figure 1 shows a given labeled graph together
with its adjacency matrix (note that the matrix is symmetric with zeros down
the diagonal since the graph is simple and undirected).

So, in a childish way, we can think of each adjacency matrix as being responsible
for a picture of a labelled graph. One curious question is, when can two different
looking adjacency matrices produce pictures of graphs which, ignoring the labels,
look the same as one another? Answering this question leads us to consider
permutation matrices, we use notions from [6].

Permutation matrices are objects from linear algebra, and are used to find out
if two different looking matrices actually hold the same information.

Definition 1.4.2. For a graph G with adjacency matrix A, P a permutation
matrix of A if P is a |G| × |G| matrix with one 1 in each row and one 1 each
column and 0’s everywhere else.
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For graphs G and H with adjacency matrices A and B we say P is a permu-
tation matrix from A to B if its true that

PAP−1 = B

. In such a case we say that the unlabelled graphs of G and H are isomorphic,
this concept is elaborated on later, suffice to say that if two graphs are isomorphic
then ‘their pictures’ will look the same.

1.5. Graph Isomorphisms.

One of the most fundamental problems in graph theory is the problem of de-
termining whether or not two graphs share the exact same structure. This is the
isomorphism problem, and is the problem of finding a function called an isomor-
phism from one graph to another. Isomorphisms are one-to-one mappings that
maps the vertices set of one graph to the vertex set of the other. Isomorphisms
have the defining property that two vertices in the output of an isomorphism will
be adjacent if and only if the vertices where adjacent in the input.

Definition 1.5.1. Formally for two graphs G = (VG, EG) and H = (VH , EH), we
say G and H are isomorphic, written as G ∼= H, if ∃ a one-to-one mapping f ,
such that f : VG 7→ VH and ∀u, v ∈ VG we have (u, v) ∈ EG ⇔ (f(u), f(v)) ∈ EH .
In such a case f is called an isomorphism from G to H.

We can write this definition in our shorthand notation as G ' H ⇔ (∃ a one
to one mapping f : G 7→ H such that (u adj v) ⇔ (f(u) adj f(v)), ∀u, v ∈ G)

In almost all instances in this project isomorphism is discussed with respect to
unlabelled graphs. That is to say that the sort of similarity that is said to exist
when we write G ' H is that of an isomorphism from the unlabelled version of
G to the unlabeled version of H. We point this out because frequently we discuss
instances where two labelled graphs are said to be isomorphic when we compare
their adjacency matrices. In these cases we are discussing the corresponding
unlabelled graphs having similar forms. Note that there is a single instance
later on in the dissertation in subsection 5.10 where labelled graph isomorphism
is discussed; until this subsection take isomorphism to mean isomorphism with
respect to unlabelled graphs.

The idea of isomorphisms first came from algebra and topology, and was used
to analyse some properties of groups. In graph theory isomorphism has become a
very important notion, finding direct application in pattern recognition and data
mining. The notion of isomorphism has also been of obvious benefit in many
areas of pure graph theory.

This perhaps partially explains the reason why the isomorphism problem (that
is the problem of finding an isomorphism between two graphs) is well known.
Another reason for the popularity of the problem is that it provides a difficult
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computational challenge. Indeed the isomorphism problem is an example of an
NP complete problem, more on this is discussed in subsection 5.2. This means
that the fastest known deterministic algorithms used to find whether two graphs
are isomorphic take an amount of time to run that increases exponentially with
the number of vertices in the graphs.

So why is isomorphism so computationally difficult? To illustrate the difficulty
let us consider some examples.

Figure 2. An example graph G1

Figure 3. An example graph G2
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Question
Are the two graphs, G1 and G2, shown in figures 2 and 3, isomorphic?

Verifying G1 and G2 are isomorphic is the kind of task that a person could
perform by eye in a few seconds. This can be seen by considering that, disre-
garding labels, one graph can be deformed into the other, whilst maintaining all
the connections in the graph.

Figure 4. A more complicated example, G3

Graphs like G3, shown in figure 4, on the other hand are so large and compli-
cated looking that, people generally would not be able to verify ‘by eye’ if two
objects as complicated as G3 were isomorphic to one another. G3 is a random
graph (discussed more later), generated by the mathematical package maple, it
is a graph on 30 vertices.

In applied graph theory, researchers are often interested in finding out about
the structure of graphs with hundreds of thousands of vertices, clearly graphic
illustrations of graphs of such size will give away little discernible information
to the researcher and so analysis of graph structures must be automated. This
means algorithms are required that can perform isomorphism checks on very large
graphs in a reasonable amount of time.
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One simple brute force method toward solving the isomorphism problem was
hinted at the end of subsection 1.4 and is done by examining the permutations
of the adjacency matrix. This is discussed in [7].

For an ordered list L = (x1, x2, .., xn) we say that p is a permutation of L
if p(L) is a list with the same elements as L, rearranged into a different order.
Clearly there will be n! such permutation of such a list, and so we define pk to
be the kth possible permutation (note this takes for granted that all the possible
permutations of L have been found and placed in some kind of order). Now with
this notation pk(L)i denotes the ith entry in the kth permutation of the list L.

We see that the pk operator may also be used to permutated matrices. For an
n by n matrix A, for which the rows and columns have induces I = (1, 2, .., n) we
can produce the kth permutation, pk, of A, called C, by the following operation
∀i, j ∈ [1, n] do Cpk(I)i,pk(I)j

← Ai,j.

Supposing that A and B are the adjacency matrices of two graphs ,G and
H respectively, then if there is a permutation pk from A to C as in the above
operation such that Ci,j = Bi,j,∀i, j ∈ [1, n] then, in effect, we have found a
permutation matrix P such that

PAP−1 = B

.
Since this is essentially the same as having found a mapping
f : G 7→ H such that (u adj v) ⇔ (f(u) adj f(v)), ∀u, v ∈ G
we have the result that for two graphs G and H,
(the adjacency matrix of H is a permutation of the adjacency matrix of G) ⇔

(G ' H).
Note that labelled graphs must be used to generate the adjacency matrices but

we are only interested in the equivalence of the unlabelled graph structures.
In other words regarding permutation matrices we say that; if and only if the

adjacency matrix of one labelled graph is a permutation of adjacency matrix of
the other labelled graph are the unlabelled versions of the graphs represented by
the adjacency matrices isomorphic.

Hence the brute force method to verify whether or not two graphs G and H
are isomorphic is to compare the adjacency of H with the adjacency matrices of
each of the |G|! permutations of G’s adjacency matrix, if any of these adjacency
matrices yield a matrix identical to the adjacency matrix of H then G and H are
isomorphic.

Clearly this algorithm does not run in polynomial time with |G| since it involves
|G|! comparisons of |G| × |G| adjacency matrices to ascertain whether or not G
and H are isomorphic. The algorithm is however very simple and so it has been
included on the online maple worksheet.
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Isomorphisms come into the subject matter of this project in many places, most
notably in theorem 3.2.1, and in section 5 where we discuss computationally more
efficient alternatives to the brute force algorithm that may be applied if the input
graph has certain special characteristics.

When discussing graph isomorphism we are (almost exclusively) discussing
the isomorphism of unlabelled graphs. Although many graphs in this paper are
represented using adjacency matrices, which infers that they are labelled graphs-
still unless otherwise stated, we are only interested in whether or not graphs are
isomorphic disregarding their labels.

The concept of isomorphism can be extended to discuss finding out whether or
not labelled graphs (or more complicated objects) have the same form, but the
only instance of this in the project is in subsection 5.10, during the discussion of
labelled tree isomorphism.

One should note that for practical purposes there are many quite desirably
efficient and varied methods invented to perform graph isomorphism. Often in
practice stochastic algorithms perform best in the determination of graph isomor-
phism. Amongst the deterministic algorithms that are widely used in research
are the algorithms of Ullman [8] and the nauty algorithm [9]. Both of these are
known to perform relatively efficient isomorphism, their performance is compared
in [10]. The Ullman algorithm also has the useful feature that it is able to find
subgraphs of a graph which are isomorphic to one another. This quality makes
Ullman’s algorithm useful for, in a rather direct way, finding sorts of symmetries
in graphs. The nauty algorithm on the other side of the coin, has a more interest-
ing function. The acronym nauty stands for no automorphisms? yes. The nauty
algorithm serves to produce a unique form of a graph so that labelled graphs will
have the same form if and only if they are isomorphic. In the process of find-
ing the form in which to express a graph the nauty algorithm also generates an
object called the automorphism group of a graph, this is the object from which
symmetries present in the graph can be directly established.

1.6. Graph Automorphisms.

Isomorphisms are often discussed with respect to comparing the forms of two
different graphs. Automorphisms are isomorphisms from a graph to itself, that
is, instead of being a mapping from one graph to another, an automorphism is a
mapping of a graph to itself.

Definition 1.6.1. For a graph G an automorphism ,f of G is a one to one
mapping f : G 7→ G such that ∀u, v ∈ G we have (u adj v) ⇔ (f(u) adj f(v)).

In some sense there is little difference between isomorphism and automorphism,
after all only if two graphs have exactly the same structure then isomorphism is
possible, in which case the graphs can, in some sense, be considered the same
anyway. The main point behind studying automorphism is to see how many
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different ways the same graph can be expressed, this helps us reason about what
kinds of symmetries are present in graphs.

Definition 1.6.2. For a graph G we define the automorphism group of G, written
Aut(G), as the set of all automorphisms of G.

Finding the automorphism group of a graph can be a challenging problem.
Essentially ones goal is to find all of the permutations of the vertex set of a
graph that will preserve the structure of edges on the graph. This can be done
by considering permutations of the rows of a graph’s adjacency matrix but such
approaches often take a long time to run and so, in this project, we use another
approach developed by Sparrow in [22]. In many practical applications studies
of automorphisms are done using the programs like nauty. Nauty has, along side
the ability to generate a unique form in which to represent a graph such that the
form has no automorphisms (that is automorphisms in the general, group theory
sense), nauty also has the ability to quickly generate the automorphism group of
a graph.

Automorphically equivalent vertices are the major centre of study of this
project

Definition 1.6.3. For a graph G, we say that a pair of vertices x, y ∈ G are
automorphically equivalent if ∃ an automorphism of G, f , such that f(x) = y.

Automorphically equivalent vertices are vertices that are completely equivalent
in their standing with respect to their surroundings on the graph.

We use the term symmetric to describe a graph G that has an automorphism
group that consists of more than one member that is |Aut(G)| > 1. When there
is only one automorphism of a graph G (that is |Aut(G)| = 1) we say that the
graph is asymmetric.

Symmetric graphs have more than one automorphism; this means that the
graph has at least one pair of automorphically equivalent vertices.

Sparrows approach does not give us the automorphism group directly, but
instead gives us a list of pairs of automorphic vertices.

This approach involves running a special kind of dynamical system on graphs
and observing that similar values of the system occur on automorphically equiv-
alent vertices, it is discussed later in section 3.7.

Oddly, considering I derived the theorem before knowledge of Sparrow’s meth-
ods existence. Sparrows algorithms success actually turns out to be a sort of
consequence of theorem 3.3.2. This theorem is one of the main results of the
project and regards the behaviour of dynamical systems on graphs.

A further original, although admittedly less efficient, algorithm to attain list-
ings of the pairs of automorphic equivalence vertices of a graph is presented in
subsection 3.7. The proof of the correctness of this algorithm is another conse-
quence of theorem 3.2.1.
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We study many things to do with automorphically equivalent vertices in this
project.In section 3 we show how the automorphic equivalence of a pair of, pos-
sibly distant, vertices infers that all vertices within a given distance of each of
the pair have a sort of automorphic correspondence. We investigate the similar
look of graphs when either one of a pair of automorphically equivalent vertices is
removed with theorem 3.2.1. We also propose a theorem relating automorphically
equivalent vertices to the possibility of a kind of synchronisation in the effects on
dynamical systems on graphs with theorem 3.3.2.

1.7. Graph Colouring.

Graph colouring is another sources of NP complete problems, it has been one
of the longest studied fields in graph theory, mostly because of its connection to
the topology of surfaces, which is the subject of the famous four colours theorem.
To illustrate the idea of graph colouring consider the following little puzzle.

Example 1.7.1.
Question
Suppose that a fish enthusiast owns a goldfish, a pike, a piranha and a giant squid,
also suppose that pike eat goldfish, piranha eat pike and goldfish and giant squid
eat piranha and pike. Now what is the smallest number of fish tanks to house all
the fish so that no carnivorous behaviour ensues?
Answer
The problem can be approached by first representing the information with a graph,
if, for each fish we attribute a vertex, and then for each pair of fish for which one
fish eats the other, connect the corresponding vertices then one ends up with the
graph shown in figure 5

Figure 5 can be thought of as representing the food chain of the fish enthusi-
asts mini ecosystem. Then we are interested in partioning said vertices into the
smallest number of possible sets so that no set contains two adjacent vertices. In
this aim the sets will correspond to sets of fish which may live together peacefully.
In particular this may be done by partioning the vertices as shown in figure 6,

We can see that the minimum number of tanks required is 3. This partioning
may also be thought of as giving the vertices different colours in accordance to
which of the graph’s stable sets they belong to, stable sets are discussed later.
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Figure 5. An illustraition of the fish housing problem

The above problem is an instance of what is known as the vertex colouring
problem.

Definition 1.7.2. Formally for a graph G we refer to the smallest number of
colours required to colour the graph, so that no two adjacent vertices in G have
the same colour to be the chromatic number, χ(G), of the graph G.

Attainment of χ(G) is the goal of the vertex colouring problem. It transpires
that this problem is another instance of an NP-complete problem, this has lead to
graph colouring becoming something of a benchmark in computer science. Per-
haps the reason why graph colouring became so important is the deep connections
between it and finding out what kind of space a given graph can be embedded
into. This is not really the main subject of the dissertation but it is nevertheless
interesting to know, this is because it shows how fundamental the chromatic num-
ber is in characterising graphs (although the impatient reader should certainly
skip the rest of this section in pursuit of the main results later).

We start gaining intuition about embedding into surfaces with a thought ex-
periment taken from from [16].

Example 1.7.3.
Question
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Figure 6. An illustraition of the solution to the fish housing problem

Suppose there is a flat field with three houses at one end and a gas plant, a power
plant and a water pump at the other end of the field, Can one hook up lines to
carry gas, water and electricity to each of the three houses so that no line runs
over the top of another one?
Awnser
No, the problem is impossible, the reason for this has to do with what kinds of
surfaces the graph involved in the problem can be embedded into. In particular
the problem specifies that the graph in which three independent vertices (the gas,
water, and electricity) are completely interconnected to three other independent
vertices (the three houses), the result of this is the graph shown in figure 7.

The problem then asks whether this graph can be embedded in a plane so that no
edge crosses over one another, if this were true that the graph in question would be
deemed to be a planer graph. The proof of the impossibility of the problem follows
from a formula that Euler created in antiquity [17] which states that for a graph
G with f cycles, e edges and v vertices, G is planer if and only if v + f − e = 1,
counting f, e and v on the graph shown in figure 7 reveals indeed that the graph
is not planer.
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Figure 7. An illustration of the graph involved in the three houses problem

So if the graph in figure 7 cannot be embedded in the plane without crossings
then what kind of surface do we require in order to achieve such an embedding
without edge crossings. For a closed surface, the genus of a surface is the number
of holes in it. For instance a sphere will have genus 0 because it has no holes, a
doughnut shape or (torus as it is called in topology) will have genus one because
it has one hole in it. In the same way that drawing vertices and edges on the
surface of a sphere or plane can represent the embedding of graphs onto said
surfaces; so also can one perform the drawing of graphs on the surface of the
torus. In this way one may embed graphs in surfaces that have a genus of any
positive integer. It turns out that the graph illustrated in figure 7 may easily be
embedded into a surface of genus one- without any edge crossings.

Heawood and the Four Colours Theorem

Let g(G) denote the minimum genus required of a surface so that the graph
G may be embedded in that surface without having any of its edges crossing
one another. Then it turns out that g(G) is intimately connected with χ(G), in
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particular the recently proved Heawood conjecture states that

χ(G) =
⌊
1/2(7 + (48g(G) + 1)1/2

⌋
. With its proof Heawood’s conjecture lead to implication of the famous four
colors theorem. This states that for any conglomeration of countries on a sphere,
the countries may be coloured with only four colours in such a way that no
bordering countries will share the same colour. Implication of the four colours
theorem can be attained by substituting g(G) = 0 into Haewoods formula, then
one can see that the chromatic number of G must be 4.

One simple way to attain the chromatic number χ(G) of an arbitrary graph G
is to use the Greedy algorithm, this method is very easy to implement, however
not very efficient.

Greedy algorithm

For any given ordered labelling v1, v2, ..., vn of the vertices in a graph G, an
arbitrary vertex coloring may be attained in the following manner:

1) let α← 1 and c(v1)← α
2) for j from 2 to n do
if (vj adj vj−1) then α← α + 1 end if
c(vj)← α
end do
Now clearly this algorithm will not, for an arbitrary vertex ordering, produce

a vertex colouring of a graph G, using the minimum number of colours. One
should note however that on any given graph there is an ordered labelling of the
vertices for which the greedy algorithm will attain a minimum vertex coloring of
G, in such a case the final value of α will be the graphs chromatic number χ(G).
To see this consider a minimum colouring of a graph, and order the vertices so
that, whenever possible, a vertices with the same colour succeeds each vertex of
a given colour.

So for an arbitrary graph G, a brute force method toward calculation of the
graphs chromatic number χ(G), is to run the greedy algorithm for all permu-
tations of vertex ordering. For the permutation which produces the smallest
resultant value of α, the colours assigned to the said permutation consitutes a
minimum colouring, in this case the resultant value of α is the chromatic number
of the graph, χ(G).

The chromatic number of a graph is an example of a graph invarient, that is
some function that will be the same for graphs that are isomorphic to onanother.
Another few graph invarients tend to have quite a lot to do with chromatic
number.
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1.8. Cliques and stable sets.

There are two particularly distinctive kinds of subgraph. One is the stable
graph- this is the graph with no edges. The other is the complete graph- this
is a simple graph with as many edges as possible. The definitions made in this
section are taken from [13].

Definition 1.8.1. Let us define the complete graph on k vertices, Kk, to be the
graph with a vertex set of k vertices and an edge set such that each pair of vertices
in Kk are connected.

The term complete describes how the graphs vertices are completely connected
to one another. Complete graphs are very important objects in mathematics, an
example of their importance is in the construction of shapes in n-dimensional
euclidean space. Consider the first 5 complete graphs, pictured in figure 8.

Figure 8. An illustraition of the first few complete graphs

Examining figure 8, one can see that the graphs may be embedded in some
space and thought of as representations of: the point, the line, the triangle the
tetrahedron, and the four dimensional analogue of said tetrahedron. One should
realize that such shapes represent, in a way, fundamental building blocks of shapes
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in such spaces. That is, if you had a picture in two dimensional space you could
devide it up into triangles. Whereas a statue or some other three dimensional
object may be divided up into tetrahedrons and so on.

When, for a given G, with a subgraph of G, X, such that X = Kk then
X is said to be a k-clique of G. In other words a clique is just another word
for a complete graph. An interesting graph invariant ω(G) is defined to be the
number of vertices in the largest clique contained within G. A partition of G into
G = X1 + X2 + .. + Xm, such that ∀i ∈ [1, m] and Xi is a clique, is said to be a
clique cover of size m. The size of the smallest possible clique cover, of a given
G, is termed the clique cover number of G, k(G).

In a way the opposite thing to the complete graph is the independent, or
stable graph, this is the graph with no edges whatsoever. It is easy to see that
the complement of a complete graph will be a stable graph, and again we are
interested in the occurrence of stable subgraphs, called stable sets. We say a
subgraph X of G is a stable set of G if no two vertices in X are adjacent to one
another.

The number of vertices within the largest stable set in a given graph is defined
as the stability number of the graph, α(G). The graph invariants ω(G),k(G),
χ(G) and α(G) often have interesting inter-relationships, such as is discussed in
subsection 5.3, the chapter on perfect graphs.

1.9. Graph Homomorphisms.

Graph homomorphism, as graph isomorphism, is a concept that was introduced
into graph theory from the fields of algebra and topology. Homorphisms are
functions that map one graph to another and their existence can be thought of as
proof that a kind of weak similarity exists between the structure of two graphs.
Graph isomorphisms are infact special cases of graph homomorphisms and so
to say two graphs are homomorphic thus denotes a weaker kind of similarity
between them then to say that they are isomorphic. We take our definitions and
the theorems in this subsection from [4].

Definition 1.9.1. A graph G = (VG, EG) is said to be homomorphic to a graph
H = (VH , EH), written G → H, if ∃ a mapping f such that f : VG 7→ VH and
∀u, v ∈ VG we have (u, v) ∈ EG ⇒ (f(u), f(v)) ∈ EH , then we say that f is a
homomorphism from G to H.

We can rewrite the definition of a homomorphism using shorthand saying
For graphs G and H, (G → H)⇔(∃f : G 7→ H such that (u adj v) ⇒ (f(u)

adj (v)), ∀u, v ∈ G.
Comparing this definition to that of graph isomorphism the reader should see

that it is exactly the same except that in homomorphisms (u adj v) ⇒ (f(u)
adj (v)) whereas in isomorphisms (u adj v) ⇔ (f(u) adj (v)). This is the reason
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that isomorphisms are special kinds of homomorphisms and allows one to see
that, unlike isomorphism, homomorphism is not necessarily a two way property,
in other words G→ H does not imply H → G.

The key feature is that homomorphisms preserve adjacency, this is directly
implied from their definition in that (u adj v) ⇒ (f(u) adj f(v)).

This quality implies that homomorphisms also preserve paths, In particular if
v1, v2..., vk = Pk is the graph of a path on k vertices and f is a homomorphism
f : Pk 7→ H then f(v1), f(v2), ..f(vk) is a walk in H. So homomorphisms pre-
serve paths, it is also true that homomorphisms preserve cycles, in particular if
Ck = v1, v2, ..vk, v1 is the graph of a cycle of k vertices then f : Ck 7→ G is a
homomorphism if f(v1), f(v2).., f(vk), f(v1) is a closed walk in G.

The way that homomorphisms preserve these properties tells us something
about how the shortest path distances on homomorphic images are related to
path distances on the original graphs. Let dG be the shortest distance operator
on a graph G and let dH be the shortest distance operator on a graph H.

Then if f : G 7→ H is a homomorphism then dH(f(u), f(v)) ≤ dG(u, v).
Homomorphisms have other interesting properties, in fact they provide a new

way to conceptualise the process of vertex coloring. If we let Kk denote the
complete graph on k vertices then we can see how homomorphisms and vertex
colourings are related.

Theorem 1.9.2. A vertex colouring of G using k colours is precisely a homo-
morphism f : G 7→ Kk.

Most of the theory behind this, as well as the the other theorems presented
here, are given in [4]. We can see a convincing argument towards the theorems
truth as follows. For the complete graph Kk = v0, v1, ..., vk, we have that in a
k colouring of G suppose, whenever a vertex u is assigned a colour i then, in a
mapping f : G 7→ Kk we have f(u) = vi. Now suppose that for two vertices
u, v ∈ G we have u adj v, then it follows that u and v will be assigned different
colours; this means that f(u) 6= f(v) which means that u and v will be mapped
to different vertices in Kk. Since Kk is complete u and v will remain adjacent,
an hence f is a homomorphism.

Homomorphisms can be composed with each other to make other homomor-
phisms,for some functions f and g we take the abstract notation f ◦ g to mean
the function specified by first performing g and then performing f .

Theorem 1.9.3. For graphs F, G and H let f and g be homomorphisms such
that f : F 7→ G and g : G 7→ H then for h = f ◦ g then h is a homomorphism
such that h : F 7→ H.

Supposing G → H, then by theorem 1.9.2 H is homomorphic to Kχ(H) and
then by theorem 1.9.3 G is also homomorphic to Kχ(H). So G can be coloured
with χ(H) colours, this means that, since χ(G) is the minimum colouring of G
that we have the result.
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Theorem 1.9.4. (G→ H) ⇒ (χ(G) ≤ χ(H)).

We can use this result in conjunction with the idea of homomorphic equiva-
lence to make stronger statements about how homomorphism relates to chromatic
number.

Definition 1.9.5. We say that two graphs G and H are homomorphically equiv-
alent, written G↔ H, if it is true that G→ H and H → G.

Theorem 1.9.4 serves to supply us with a simple result regarding the chromatic
number of graphs that are homomorphically equivalant.

Theorem 1.9.6. For graphs G and H then if G↔ H
then we have that χ(G) = χ(H).

Proof of this fact is quite elementary we have, from theorem 1.9.4 that G→ H
⇒ χ(G) ≤ χ(H) and also that G ← H ⇒ χ(H) ≤ χ(G), and this means that
G→ H and G← H ⇒ χ(G) = χ(H).

To say that two graphs are homomorphically equivalent is then to say a lot
about the similarity of their structures, in particular we see that the structure
of one graph will be contained within the other. This fact can be seen from the
next two theorems.

Theorem 1.9.7. If G is a graph and X ⊆ G then X → G

Proof. Choose some w ∈ X and define the mapping f so that ∀v ∈ X − w we
have f(v) = v. Also let f(w) = {w, x1, x2, ..xn} where {x1, x2, ..xn} is the set of
vertices in G−X. Then clearly we have f : X 7→ G and also, since for any pair
u, v ∈ X such that (u adj v) we will have f(u), f(v) ∈ G such that (f(u) adj
f(v)) we have that f is a homomorphism. �

We use this result as a reason to define a retractive homomorphism.

Definition 1.9.8. For a graph G with X ⊆ G, a homomorphism from G to X
is said to be a retractive homomorphism of G.

Retractions are useful in the consideration of homomorphic equivalence.

Theorem 1.9.9. If ∃ a retractive homomorphism h from G to H then G↔ H.

Proof. If h is a retractive isomorphism, then by definition we have H ⊆ G and
G→ H. Then since H ⊆ G we have by theorem 1.9.7 that H → G. Then since
H ⊆ G and H → G we have G↔ H.

�

This theorem essentially states that if there is a retractive homomorphism from
one graph to another then the two graphs are homomorphically equivalent.
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This pretty much concludes our discussion of general introductory concepts,
we are now ready to begin to present some theory about dynamical systems on
graphs, but we will return to the consideration of these introductory concepts
frequently.
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2. Dynamics on graphs

Dynamical systems in general, can be thought of as systems that change ac-
cording to some deterministic rule with time. Usually the study of dynamical
systems in mathematics involves the study of systems involving real numbers
that change with time, according to rules defined by differential equations. The
umbrella of dynamical systems reaches much further than this, involving all sorts
of systems of points in various kinds of space. The defining feature of dynamical
systems is that the values of the system at a given time changes according to
some, predetermined rule with regard to it’s past.

Some concepts exist generally across all theory of dynamical systems. The set
of all values of a dynamical system at a given time is called the state of the system,
this is said to be a value in so called phase space, which is a representation of
the general nature of the dynamical system at a given time. The states in which
a dynamical system begins, at the zeroth time step, is known are the initial
conditions of the system.

The idea of a fixed point, being a state for which if a dynamical system occupies
it the system will stay that way under all subsequent iteration of the system with
time. Another common idea across the theory of dynamical systems is that
of trajectory. For a dynamical system evolving over an interval of time, the
trajectory of the system over this interval is the set of all the states of the system
occupied over the given interval. A further important concept is that of stability,
this involves measuring for how long a system will occupy a given state, and how
quickly a system will converge to, or diverge from, fixed points. Periodicity is
the property that a dynamical system will repeatedly arrive at the same state
at regular intervals, in such case the system is said to be periodic. Dynamical
systems also occasionally display what is known as chaotic behaviour, this is
where a system displays extreme sensitivity in its response to small changes in
initial conditions. In this respect, without absolutely accurate knowledge of the
systems initial conditions, chaotic systems can appear to be random (although
in actuality the dynamical system will be, by its definition, deterministic).

2.1. Dynamical systems on graphs.

Dynamical systems on graphs are systems of values assigned to each vertex in
graphs. These values update themselves with regard to some deterministic rule
involving their values with respect to the values on those vertices that surround
the updated vertex. The set of values of the dynamical system on all vertices of
the graph at a given time constitutes the state of the system at a given time.

Dynamical systems on graphs are discussed in some detail in [18],[19] and [20].
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Obviously, as the dynamical systems on graphs are dynamic they must involve
some kind of possible change with time. The most useful scheme by which this
is achieved is by using either simultaneous dynamical systems and sequential
dynamical systems. These are both defined so that at a given time t, values of
some function δt, defined on each vertex of the graph, are updated according to
some rule R involving their current value and the current value of the system on
those vertices that are adjacent to them.

Simultaneous dynamical systems on a graphs ultilise the simplest update pro-
cedure of the two schemes, they involve updating the function δt on all vertices
at the same time.

Definition 2.1.1. For a graph G, a simultaneous dynamical system on a graph
is a system specified by a function δ, defined ∀v ∈ G at a given time step t. Such
that, at each time step, t, the values of δt system will be updated, for all vertices
simultaneously, according to some rule R involving current the values of δt on a
given vertex, and its neighbourhood. That is, at a given time step t, ∀v ∈ G we
simultaneously perform the update δt+1(v) = R(δt(v), {δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(v)}).

Sequential dynamical systems are slightly more complicated, these involve up-
dating the values of the system at a given time step by applying some update
rule on the graphs vertices in some predetermined order.

Definition 2.1.2. For a graph G, and an ordered list of the vertices of G, L =
(v1, v2, ..v|G|), a sequential dynamical system on a graph is a system specified by a
function δ, defined ∀v ∈ G at a given time step t. Such that, at each time step, t,
the values of δt system will be updated, for each member of L, according to some
rule R involving current the values of δt on a given vertex, and its neighbourhood,
that is, at a given time step, t, we do, for i from 1 to |G|, the operation v ← Li

followed by the update δt+1(v) = R{δt(v), {δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(v)}}.

Both of these types of dynamical system are of considerable importance, not
only in the simulation of real world phenomena (such as disease epidemics, traffic
networks and the internet) but also because, in computer science, many computa-
tional operations can be considered as one of the two types of dynamical system
on graphs. The state of dynamical systems on graphs at a time t is then set
δt(u)|u ∈ G}}, and trajectories of the system are sets of values of δt(u)|u ∈ G}}
generated across intervals of t. In this way our dynamical system takes values in
a phase space that is the space with all possible values of {δt(u)|u ∈ G}.

We mostly restrict ourselves to examining properties of simultaneous dynam-
ical systems because it is easier to see how they are affected by symmetry. We
note that there do exist update rules for which the updating order in sequen-
tial dynamical systems (that is L) is quite irrelevant, these systems will behave
the same through any permutation of L. Such sequential dynamical systems
on graphs probably share the same characteristics, with regard to symmetry, as
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the simultaneous dynamical systems that we investigate and so our new result,
theorem 3.3.2 is probably generalisable to them.

Since δ is free to take a value in any sort of space, clearly the two schemes
of dynamical systems on graphs include a huge variety of possible systems. One
restriction that is often used in studies in this area is a restriction of the type of
rule R that is used to update the values of δ at any given time.

Definition 2.1.3. For a graph G and a dynamical system on a graph (simul-
taneous or sequential) defined by the function δ, we say that the update rule of
the system, R, is a symmetric rule if ∀x, y ∈ G we have that(δt(x) = δt(y)
and {δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(x)} is a permutation of {δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(y)} implies that
(δt+1(x) = δt+1(y)).

Hence symmetric rules are rules that just take account of what values are
actually present within a vertices neighbourhood, this is as opposed to other
potential rules which could be sensitive to the actual structure of the graph
present on the neighbourhood of a vertex being updated.

Symmetric rules should not be confused with symmetric graphs, the two are
completely different things. It is an unfortunate coincidence that the two objects
have such similar names because the relationship between the two is a main
direction in our studies.

We mostly consider dynamical systems on graphs that are both simultaneous
and symmetric in their update rule, the class of such systems is very diverse and
heavily coincides with the class of cellular automata on graphs.

With many of the formal definitions out of the way, a puerile thought exper-
iment is presented to give the reader some notion of the sort of characteristics
that we are interested in studying.

Thought experiment: toilet bomb

Suppose that the plumbing in a school were wired up so that, five toilets in a row
were hooked up to the plumbing system. Suppose the plumbing is set up so that the
first toilet in the row is piped up to plumbing system in an indistinguishable way to
the fifth toilet and the second is connected up in the same say as the fourth. Then
if a mischievous child were to flush some kind of explosive down the third toilet
then, standing well back, the child should expect to see jets of water spurting out
of the five toilets to look symmetric, the first jet going up as high as the fifth and
the second as high as the fourth. The argument for this expectation is that when
there is no reason for things to happen differently, they will happen the same. The
idea that the shock wave of the explosion could be simulated using a dynamical
system on a graph is quite a stretch. The vertices of the graph could represent
the various junctions and ends of the toilet plumbing. The function defined on
the vertices of this graph could then be some kind of representation of the water
velocity down the pipe at a given time. These functions could be updated, taking
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into account the velocity of water on connected piping. Note that the plumbing
system is infact a spatial object, but since distances involved will have a sort of
symmetry, one would expect the corresponding graph to have this symmetry also.
With the structure of the graph and the nature of the, say simultaneous, dynamical
system on a graph defined, we can use one of our later results, theorem 3.3.2 to
validate the child’s expectation.

2.2. Cellular automata.

Cellular automata are mathematical objects that are new, applicable and ex-
tremely universal. Their study can fuzzily be described as the study of how
patterns, that change at a given place according to some rule, related to what
the pattern is immediately around that place. They can be applied to model
and study a vast number of systems at the for front of scientific interest such
as transportation, social network behaviour, epidemic spread ,statistical physics,
computation, artificial intelligence and even artificial life. The subject is under-
standably vast, however rather simple in its initial assumptions.

2.3. Wolfram’s classification.

Wolfram is one of the most proflic writers of the theory of cellular automata
[21], he was responsible for a classification of possible types of behaviour of cellular
automata into four classes. In a subject studied in many different areas with many
different definitions, he is probably responsible for the most universally accepted
definition of cellular automata.

He defines a cellular automata as a system of discreet variables defined across
the sites of some uniform lattice. The cellular automata is said to ‘evolve’ with
discreet time steps with the value on a given site being updated according to
some rule depending on the current value and the values on adjacent sites, in this
manner all sites are updated, simultaneously, with every time step.

One should note that Wolfram’s definition does not entirely suit our purpose.
We are interested in the study of cellular automata on graphs. For this reason
our system of discreet variables is defined on the vertices of graphs rather than
being defined on the sites of some regular lattice. Then, generalising Wolfram’s
definition we define a cellular automata on a graph to be some system of dis-
creet variables defined on the vertices of a graph. The system is said to evolve
with discreet time steps, the value of the function at each vertex being updated
simultaneously at every time step. One should note that, in our definition, cel-
lular automata on graphs are very similar to simultaneous dyamical systems on
graphs. The only real difference between the two being that cellular automata
on graphs are, in some ways, slightly more general because they can be governed
by updating rules which involve random numbers.
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Very much the point of running cellular automata on graphs is to investigate
the effect that different graph structures have on the evolution of various cellular
automata.

We note that the cellular automata of which Wolfram speaks, in his definition
of cellular automomata, are discreet variables defined on the sites of some periodic
lattice. Since all periodic lattices can be represented as graphs (as is discussed
in subsection 4.4), we can suppose that things that can be said about general
cellular automomata (according to Wolfram’s definition) will be things that can
be said about cellular automata on graphs as well.

This observation means that Wolfram’s classification the behaviour of cellu-
lar automata is of relevance to cellular automata on graphs. These involve the
notions of dynamical systems because, as we have said, cellular automata are
largely similar to dynamical systems.
Wolfram’s four classes of cellular automata

Wolfram argues that a given cellular automata must belong to one of these four
classes
Class 1
The cellular automata always quickly progresses to the same fixed point, irre-
spective of initial conditions.
Class 2
The cellular automata works as a predictable kind of ‘filter’ that serves to display
different types of long term behaviour as a result of different inputs. In particular
class 2 cellular automata are capable of reaching different types of fixed points
and periodic behaviour as a result of different initial conditions.
Class 3
The cellular automata evolves to aperiodic, chaotic behaviour which, although
deterministic, is practically unpredictable without knowing everything about the
current state. When a cellular automata running on an infinite amount of sites
displays this type of behaviour knowledge of a finite amount of the values of the
system will be insufficient to characterise the long term behaviour of the system.
Class 4
The cellular automata exhibits complex behaviour. Such complex behaviour is
characterised by having a system that can be ‘programmed’, in many ways, by
choosing specific initial states in order to generate lots of different types of com-
plicated behaviour.

The fourth class however represents something quite special and determination
of what kinds of tasks class 4 cellular automata can do is still a hot topic. However
it is known that automata can be made that display signs of being able to perform
complicated computations, even the simulation of artificial life!.
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2.4. Global computation:The density classification problem.

One concern in the study of global automata is to gain knowledge about the
kind of computational tasks which can be achieved by them. These computational
tasks are often the sort that could be performed easily using some type of central
processor, still, it can be difficult or impossible to perform using many tasks using
cellular automata.

Of course being able to successfully perform computation tasks is very much
dependant on finding the right sort of update rule. So, given some kind of task of
a global nature, the study related to cellular automata is sort of double barrelled:
one must find the most appropriate update rule toward the specified end. One
must also, in the case of cellular automata on graphs, find the most appropriate
structure for the rule to work on. The first of these concerns is largely inves-
tigated using genetic algorithms, mutating the rules of the automata with each
other so that a rules survival in a population of rules depends on how well the rule
works for the task in question. The second concern, the concern of structure, is
one that has not been studied to the same extent, indeed it is difficult enough to
define what graph structure is, never mind making a quantitive statement about
how it affects the general performance of cellular automata. In the book Small
Worlds [2], Watts studies the performance of a couple of cellular automata on
graphs. He examines the performance cellular automata in its ability to solve
what is known as the density classification problem. This is a problem that is
discussed in some detail in [27]

Thought experiment:the noisy battlefield

To get into understanding the density classification problem, one could consider
a noisy battle field. Suppose that there was a commander of a squad of a fair
number of infantry. Suppose the commander wants to be able to tell his men
when, and when not, to fire. In the noise of battle it is often difficult for vocal
messages to permeate the trenches and having a single order like ‘stop firing’ or
‘fire now!’ is simply impossible. Instead suppose the commander wants to teach
his troops some kind of rule that they can use, by observing their nearby comrades
actions to know whether or not to fire. In particular the commander (ambitiously)
wants to find some kind of rule by which troops may, by observing whether or not
the troops stood next to them are firing or not, decide whether or not they should
fire. The commander is interested in finding such rules that, once certain troops
have started firing, the pattern of troops firing will eventually lead to the firing
of the entire squad. So the commanders task, is to develop a rule which, if the
troops use, in accordance to their observations of whether or not the men to the
right and left are firing, will be able to calibrate themselves so as to achieve the
universal goal of either all out fire or cease fire.
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The above problem is known as the firing squad problem, a similar sort of
problem is the density classification problem.

The main objective in the density classification problem on graphs, is to as-
certain whether more than half of a group of elements, distributed across the
vertices of some graph, are either off or on.

Being able to find out whether more than half of a given group of switches
is on, as opposed to off, is the kind of task that could be achieved quickly and
easily by a central processor equipped with some type of counting mechanism.
But suppose we wanted to tell the switches some rule by which they could, with
time, apply the rule by toggling on or off according to the rule involving their
neighbours so that the following goal is satisfied; if more than half of the switches
are initially on then, with enough time, all the switches will end up turned on,
conversely we require that if more than half of the switches are off then the system
will eventually end up with all the switches off. This is the density classification
problem on cellular automata. The problem of developing a rule capable of
performing density classification is similar to the problem of the commander in
the noisy battle ground thought exprminent; trying to find a rule for his men that
would lead to all out fire if and only if more than half of his men began firing.

Watts studies how successful a well known update rule, made for density clas-
sification. He studies the performance of certain types of rules with respect to
their ability to solve the density classification algorithm. Watts calculates the
performance P , of graphs, to be a measure of the fraction of total successes the
particular rule has in finding the correct answser. In effect for a single trial of a
graph structure the algorithm randomly generates initial conditions, with equal
chance of vertices being ‘on’ or ‘off’ and then runs 100 iterations of the algorithm.
One then considers what the initial conditions were and whether or not the final
state of the algorithm, after 100 iterations, was appropriate.
Density classification algorithm

1. Randomly assign δ0 to ∀v ∈ G so that the probability that δ0(v) = 1 is
the same as the probability that δ0(v) = 0 and is 1/2, record the fraction of the
vertices that are initially have δ0(v) = 1 call it ρ1

0.
2. For t from 1 to 100 do:
∀v ∈ G do:
if Σu∈Ne(v)δ

t−1(u) > deg(v)/2 then δt(v) = 1.
if Σu∈Ne(v)δ

t−1(u) < deg(v)/2 then δt(v) = 0.
(*)if Σu∈Ne(v)δ

t−1(u) = deg(v)/2 then generate a random uniform deviate r ∈
[0, 1] and the if r > 1/2 the set δt(v) = 1 and otherwise set δt(v) = 0.

end do
end do
record the fraction of all vertices that end up having δ100(v) = 1 call it (ρ1

100.
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4.if ((ρ1
0 > 1/2 and (ρ1

100 = 1) or ((ρ1
0 < 1/2 and (ρ1

100 = 0) then the trial is
counted as a success, otherwise the trial is a failure.

5. For a large number of trials, use steps 1. to 4. to calculate the fraction of
total successes, P .

Note that this algorithm is the description of a cellular automata on a graph
but, as it stands it is not a dynamical system on a graph. The reason for this is
the presence of the command on the paragraph marked with (*). This command
involves random numbers and hence means the system is no longer deterministic.
If the command marked (*) is replaced with the command: if Σu∈Ne(v)δ

t−1(u) =
deg(v)/2 then let δt(v) = δt−1(v), then the alorithm becomes deterministic. This
replacement only effects the performance slightly for large random graphs and
means that the resulting system is a simultaineous dynamical system on a graph,
as such we may apply our results regarding how symmetry in structure can lead
to the synchronisation in the behaviour of such systems.

The algorithm gives a measure P of how successful the density classification
algorithm is in its task. Getting different values of P for different graphs allows
one to know how efficient the structure of said graphs is for performing the
density classification problem. Mitchell showed in [29] that, in one dimensional
space, the algorithm is very rarely successful. The problem with running the
automata, on a one dimensional space, is that the algorithm tends to get stuck
with many big ’clumps’ of zeros or ones that always remain. This means we
should expect that when running the above algorithm on one dimensional lattice
graphs (these are defined in subsection 4.4) we should expect that the algorithm
will be unsucsessful.

Watts measures performance P for, so called, β graphs. These graphs (dis-
cussed later in subsection 4.4) have different topological characteristics, depend-
ing upon the values of the parameter β . They are investigated with regard to the
performance P of the density classification algorithm (above) running on them.
Watts concludes that certain types of systems that have tendencies toward being
small world graphs tend to perform better.

It was orgionally intended to study the density classification algorithms per-
formance with respect to graph symetry. In the version of the above algorithm
with the command marked (*) replaced with the command if Σu∈Ne(v)δ

t−1(u) =
deg(v)/2 then let δt(v) = δt−1(v) the algorithm is an example of a simultaineous
dynamical system on a graph. In this case we may use theorem 3.3.2 to predict
possible symmetry related sychronisation. It was orgionally intended to anylise
the performance of such an algorithm for a large set of random graphs. The
relationship between the number of automorphically equivalant vertex pairs and
the algorithms performance could then have been investigated. Unfortunatly due
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to time and space (in this document) constraints we have not performed this in-
vestigation. It would have been interesting to see wether the presence of ‘generic’
symmetry in random graphs would lead to better permormance of the density
classification problem. It may be that symmetry allows parallel processing, with
regards to the automata’s progression towards the solution.

Due to the local nature of cellular automata on graphs surely if there where
a ‘best’ structure for a certain automata to run on with respect to a certain
’homogeneous’ aim then surely copying the graph structure to make a larger
symmetric graph would be the best way to make a larger graph with the ‘best’
structure.

Saying this their may well be no correlation between P and graph symmetry
in random graphs because a copying graph structure that was ‘bad’ at achieving
the automata’s aim would produce a larger graph that was equally bad.
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3. New results regarding automorphically equivalent vertices

This section is in many ways the most important section in the dissertation.
In this part all the work is original, all the theorems and proofs are my own; it
is this section in which we present the foundations for almost all the new results
in this project.

3.1. Overview of graph symmetry.

A fair amount of time after majority the of original theorems had been written I
found Sparrows paper [22] and was happy to find out he used the same definition
as I did. Sparrow uses the term automorphically equivalent to describe two
vertices x, y ∈ G such that ∃ an automorphism, f , of G such that f(x) = y.

Recall that an automorphism is an isomorphism of a graph G to itself, that is
f is an automorphism of G if f is a one to one mapping f : G 7→ G and (u adj
v) ⇔ (f(u) adj f(v)), ∀u, v ∈ G.

Saying that two vertices are automorphically equivalent is to say that the
graph on which they lie has a strong kind of symmetry and that, disregarding
labels, there is nothing to distinguish between the two vertices. Examining any
unlabelled graph G- one should consider how no one automorphism of G is any
more responsible for the creation of G than any other. So if two vertices are
automorphically equivalent in some unlabelled graph, then one would see the
two vertices as the same in every way.

Research into symmetries in graphs began with the very basic notion of Struc-
tural equivalence, this was defined in 1971 by Lorrain and White and is discussed
in [23]. They define structural equivalence as follows.

For a graph G, vertices x, y ∈ G are said to be structurally equivalent if and
only if the permutation that maps x to y and y to x is an automorphism of G.
This sort of equivalance is a little too strong for our liking, they are saying that, in
a graph like a family tree, childless children of the same parent will be structurally
equivalant, but the term disregards the possibility that distantly separated parts
of the family tree may have identical structre, the latter is more in keeping with
the notion of automorphic equivalance.

3.2. Fundamental results regarding symmetry.

This subsection is the beginning of the presentation of the main new results I
found with regard to automorphically equivalent vertices.

Recall that two vertices x, y are automorphically equivalent if ∃ an automor-
phism f : G 7→ G such that f(x) = y.
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When we discuss isomorphisms or automorphisms of subgraphs, it is important
to be precise with regards to notation. For a graph G with X, Y ⊆ G, when we
say that f is an isomorphism from X to Y , written f(X) = Y if f acts as an
isomorphism from the subgraph X to the subgraph Y .

When we discuss f being an automorphism things get slightly more compli-
cated, we define the automorphic equivalence of subgraphs as an extension to
Sparrow’s definition. For a graph G with X,Y ⊆ G, when we say that f is an
automorphism with f(X) = Y if and only if it is true that ∀x ∈ X, ∃ some y ∈ Y
such that f(x) = y. Since we have that an automorphism is a one to one map-
ping, it must be true that each distinct x ∈ X will be mapped to a y ∈ Y that is
distinct from the other vertices in Y . When it is true that, for an automorphism
of G, f , we have f(X) = Y or f(Y ) = X then we say that the subgraphs X and
Y are automorphically equivalent in G.

Theorem 3.2.1 is one of the major results of the paper, it shows how automor-
phic equivalence between two subgraphs is the same thing as the property that
the graph looks the same if either subgraph is removed.

Theorem 3.2.1.

For a graph G with X, Y ⊆ G, (X is automorphically equivalent to Y ) ⇔
(X ' Y and G−X ' G− Y )

Proof. Looking at the ⇐ relation, suppose f is the automorphism under which
X and Y are automorphically equivalent, this means that either f(X) = Y
or f(Y ) = X, we suppose that f(X) = Y without loss of generality. Clearly
f(X) = Y ⇒ X ' Y . Since f is one to one it must be true that f(G−X) = G−Y
and this means that G−X ' G− Y .

For the ⇒ relation suppose, for some subgraph A, that G = A∪̌X∪̌Y then
G − X ' G − Y ⇒ A∪̌Y ' A∪̌X. Then clearly since X ' Y then there is an
isomorphism g from A∪̌Y to A∪̌X such that if u ∈ A then g(u) = u and also
g(Y ) = X. Similarly there an isomorphism h from A∪̌X to A∪̌Y such that if
u ∈ A then h(u) = u and also h(X) = Y . Then the mapping f specified by the
rules that if u ∈ A then f(u) = u, if u ∈ X then f(u) = h(u) and if u ∈ Y then
f(u) = g(u) is an automorphism of G. Under the automorphism f , f(X) = Y
and f(Y ) = X and so X and Y are automorphically equivalent.

�

This result is directly responsible for the new algorithm in subsection 3.7, this
is an algorithm that finds pairs of automorphically equivalent vertices and works
by checking to see if G− x ' G− y for each vertex pair x, y ∈ G.

It is intersting to note that this result implies things about the complement of
graphs as well. It is an obvious and well know fact that, for graphs G and H,
we have that G ' H ⇔ Ḡ ' H̄. Now, consider that theorem 3.2.1 gives that x
and y are automorphically equivalent in G if and only if G − x ' G − y. This
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means that x and y are automorphically equivalent in G if and only if x and y
are automorphically equivalent in Ḡ.

Another main result is theorem 3.2.2, this shows that automorphically equiv-
alent vertices will have automorphically equivalent neighbours.

Theorem 3.2.2.

For a graph G let X ⊆ G and let f be an automorphism of G then (u ∈
Ne(X))⇔ (f(u) ∈ Ne(f(X))) and hence f(Ne(X)) = Ne(f(X)).

Proof. Let α ∈ Ne(X) then ∃u ∈ X : (u adj α), then it follows from the definition
of automorphism that (u adj α)⇔ (f(u) adj f(α) and since f(u) ∈ f(X) we have
f(α) ∈ Ne(f(X)). Similarly let β ∈ Ne(f(X)) then ∃v ∈ f(X) : (v adj β), then if
α is such that β = f(α), then Cleary α ∈ X, also suppose u is such that f(u) = v
then it follows from the definition of isomorphism that (u ad α)⇔ (v adj β) and
hence u ∈ Ne(X). Then we have shown that u ∈ Ne(X) ⇔ f(u) ∈ Ne(f(X))
and thus f maps Ne(X) exactly to Ne(f(X)) and hence f(Ne(X)) = Ne(f(X)).

�

This property may be applied iteratively to make implications about the auto-
morphic equivalence of subgraphs surrounding single automorphically equivalent
vertices, as we reveal in subsection 3.4.

Also, this property can be used to imply one of the main results of this project,
theorem 3.3.2, which tells how the existence of automorphic equivalence of ver-
tices on graphs has big implications for the behaviour of a large class of dynamical
systems on graphs, a class including most cellular automata on graphs.

3.3. Similar behaviour on dynamical systems on graphs as a result of
graph symmetries.

Recall that we define a simultaneous dynamical system on a graph to be a
function δ, defined ∀v ∈ G at a given time step t. Such a simultaneous system
will be updated, for all vertices simultaneously, according to some rule involving
current the values of δ on a given vertex, and its neighbourhood, that is, at
a given time step t, ∀v ∈ G we simultaneously perform the update δt+1(v) =
R(δt(v), {δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(v)}).

Recall also the standard definition of a symmetric, simultaneous, dynamical
system on a graph to be a simultaneous dynamical system on a graph with a
symmetric rule R. Where R is a symmetric rule if ∀x, y ∈ G we have (δt(x) =
δt(y) and the list {δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(x)} is a permutation of {δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(x)}) ⇒
(δt+1(x) = δt+1(y)).
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So the symmetric property basically means it doesn’t matter what order the
values of δ on the neighbourhood of an updated vertex appear in. The resul-
tant update will be the same if the values of δ on the neighbourhood are any
permutation of themselves.

Then we concoct a new class of dynamical system rules R which we term
semi-symmetric rules. We say that R is a semi-symmetric if we have that (∃
an isomorphism f : (x∪̌Ne(x)) 7→ (y∪̌Ne(y)) such that f(x) = y and δt(u) =
δt(f(u)) ,∀u ∈ (x∪̌Ne(x))) ⇒ (δt+1(x) = δt+1(y)).

Semi-symmetric rules are slightly more general in that the update procedure
can be dependant on edges interconnecting two vertices on the updated vertices
neighbourhood, in this way the actual structure of the neighbourhood graph can
be a contributing factor to the output of rule updates.

We link these two definitions with the following theorem

Theorem 3.3.1.
if R is a symmetric rule then R is a semi-symmetric rule

Proof. Let R be a symmetric rule and let f be an isomorphism such that f :
Ne(x) 7→ Ne(y) such that ∀u ∈ Ne(x) and ∀v ∈ Ne(y) we have that f(u) = v ⇒
δt(u) = δt(v). This property implies that, for any given value that δ can take, θ,
we have that, for each u ∈ Ne(x) such that δt(u) = θ, there is a corresponding
v ∈ Ne(y) such that δt(v) = θ. The preservation of the number of similar
values in each neighbourhood implies that (δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(y)) is a permutation
of (δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(x)) and then, since R is a symmetric rule, δt+1(x) = δt+1(y) is
implied, so we see that if δt(x) = δt(y) and ∃ an isomorphism f ,f : Ne(x) 7→
Ne(y) such that ∀u ∈ Ne(x),∀v ∈ Ne(y) we have f(u) = v ⇒ δt(u) = δt(v) then
δt+1(u) = δt+1(v) and so R is a semi-symmetric rule. �

We are now ready to state the central theorem of this section

Theorem 3.3.2.

Let G be a graph and let δ be a simultaneous dynamical system defined on G
with a semi-symmetric rule. Then, for any t, (∃ an automorphism f : G 7→ G
such that δt(v) = δt(f(v)),∀v ∈ G) ⇒ (δt+m(v) = δt+m(f(v)),∀v ∈ G, ∀m ∈ N+

).

Proof. For any v ∈ G we have, by theorem 3.2.2, that u ∈ Ne(v) if and only
if f(u) ∈ Ne(f(u)). Then if ∀w ∈ G it is true that δt(w) = δt(f(w)) then it
is true that δt(v) = δt(f(v)) and f acts as an isomorphism on Ne(v) such that
∀u ∈ Ne(v), we have z = f(u) ⇒ δt(u) = δt(z). Since δ is governed by a
semi-symmetric rule it follows that δt+1(v) = δt+1(f(v)), since this is true for an
arbitrary vertex v, it is hence true ∀v ∈ G and so if, ∀v ∈ G, δt(v) = δt(f(v))
then it is true that, ∀v ∈ G, δt+1(v) = δt+1(f(v)), then one can see that, by
induction, ∀v ∈ G, δt+m(v) = δt+m(f(v)),∀m ∈ N+.

�
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This result has quite profound implications given the extent of different systems
that can be modelled using dynamical systems on graphs. Although extremely
complicated behaviour may ensue as a result of iteration of a dynamical system
on a graph, theorem 3.3.2 may still be applied to enforce the ‘sensible’ notion
that, given similar standing to the causes; similar causes should yield similar
effects.

Common sense analogues of theorem 3.3.2 in spatial terms are abundant in
everyday life, for example one would expect two corners of a radiator to be the
same temperature. The radiator is infact a complicated system of interacting
particles, but when one assumes two halves of the rectangular radiator behave
identically, So then one would expect two parts in similar locations to have similar
effects to the stimuli of thermodynamics.

Indeed, regarding mathematics, it would be interesting to study generally, what
kind of dynamical systems will retain symmetry as, either the values of the system
are pushed slightly off synchronicity. Also it would be interesting to see what
happens if the exact symmetry of the graph structure were slightly compromised.
Consideration of what kind of dynamical systems on graphs would still retain a
fair degree of symmetry related synchronicity, even if random perturbations were
applied, would be of some interest.

Suppose a forest fire began on a calm day on some plantation, then the fire
fighters may expect a fair amount of similarity in the fires behaviour across parts
of the plantation that had a similar position with respect to the place where the
fire began. In reality the fire fighters would know that there are a lot of random
factors related to the spread of the fire, and how much the fire deviates from the
behaviour ‘expected’ of it by structural symmetry is in a way a measure of how
much the deterministic development of the fire has been interrupted by external
random stimuli.

Conjecturing about the real world aside, let us return to more considerations
of the implications of theorem 3.2.2.

3.4. The ‘distance structure’ of automorphically equivalent subgraphs.

Theorem 3.2.2, can be applied iteratively to reveal some very strong restrictions
that the automorphic equivalence of two vertices induce on the form of their
nearby vertices.

For k ∈ N+ and X ⊆ G, we define Nek(X) by the iterative relation f(Nek(X)) =
Ne(Nek−1(X)) also we impose the constraint that Ne0(X) = X.

Theorem 3.4.1.
For a graph G with X, Y ⊆ G we have that, (∃ an automorphism, f , of G such

that f(X) = Y ) ⇒ f(Nek(X)) = Nek(Y ),∀k ∈ N+).
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Proof. According to theorem 3.2.2 we have that For a graph G let X ⊆ G and let
f be an automorphism of G, then (u ∈ Ne(X))⇔ (f(u) ∈ Ne(f(X))). So if we
have a graph G with X, Y ⊆ G such that ∃ an automorphism f of G such that
f(X) = Y then it will be true that f(Ne(X)) = Ne(Y ).

Using this result with X ← Nek(X) and Y ← Nek(Y ) we have that if f is
an automorphism of G then we have, straight away, that f(Nek(X)) = Nek(Y ))
⇒ (f(Nek+1(X) = Nek+1(Y )). Since this statement this is true for k = 0, in that
f(Ne0(X)) = f(X) = Y = Ne0(Y ), it will, by induction, be true ∀k ∈ N+. �

For any u, v ∈ G recall that d(u, v) is the shortest path distance from u to v
in G. We investigate the relationship between d(u, v) and k for u ∈ Nek(v).

For v ∈ G, actual structure of Nek(v) is surprisingly complicated, it is not
simply the graph induced by {u ∈ G−X|d(u, v) ≤ k}.

We can see the complexity by considering the first few values of Nek(v). Sup-
pose we have v ∈ G then, by definition, Ne0(v) = v. Then we have that Ne1(v) =
Ne(Ne0(v)) = Ne(v). Now for Ne2(v) we have that Ne2(v) = Ne(Ne(v)), that
is, in other words Ne2(v) is the subgraph induced on all those vertices that
are adjacent to those vertices in Ne(v). This means that v ∈ Ne2(v) whereas
v /∈ Ne1(v) and v /∈ Ne3(v).

For a graph G with X ⊆ G us define the notation
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(X) to be

⋃̌
∀m∈[0,n]

Nem(X) = Ne0(X)∪̌Ne1(X)∪̌...∪̌Nen(X)

.
We can begin to get a grip on how Nek(v) is related to distance with the

following theorem.

Theorem 3.4.2.

For a graph G, if W = v0, v1, v2, ..., vn is a walk on G, starting at v0, then
vn ∈

⋃̌
∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v0).

Proof. For a pair of adjacent vertices on W , vi, vi+1, suppose that vi ∈ Nek(v0)
then, since vi+1 ∈ Ne(vi), we have (from our definition of neighbourhood) that
either vi+1 ∈ Nek(v0) or vi+1 ∈ Nek+1(v0). Then since v0 ∈ Ne0(v0) we can see
that the maximum m for which vn ∈ Nem(v0) will be n. This means that for the
walk W = v0, v1, v2, ..., vn we have vn ∈ Nem(v0) for some m ∈ [0, n] and hence

vn ∈
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v0).
�

This above theorem, together with the one below, tell us exactly how the
construct Nek is related to distance on graphs.
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Theorem 3.4.3.
For a graph G with u, v ∈ G, if u ∈ Nen(v) then there is a walk from v to u of

length n.

Proof. Since u ∈ Nen(v) then there must be some vertex w ∈ Nen−1(v) such that
u adj w. We may apply backwards induction, with n, to this property to reveal
a walk from Ne0(v) = v to u with one vertex in Nem(v),∀m ∈ [0, n], and this
walk is of length n.

�

Let T n(v) be the subgraph induced on the vertex set {u ∈ G|d(u, v) ≤ n}.
That is to say that T n(v) is the subgraph induced on those vertices that are of
distance less then or equal to n.

Now with this definition in place we can finally express how neighbourhoods
are related to distances on graphs.

Theorem 3.4.4.
For a graph G with v ∈ G we have that T n(v) =

⋃̌
∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v).

Proof. The statement is equivalent to the statement u ∈ T n(v)⇔ u ∈
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v).

We look at the ⇐ relation first. For any u ∈
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v) we have, since

theorem 3.4.3 gives that each w ∈ Nem(v) has a walk from v to w of length

m, that clearly d(v, w) ≤ m, this then means that u ∈
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v) ⇒
d(u, v) ≤ n.

For the⇒ relation we have, from theorem 3.4.2, that all walks from v of length
n or less will terminate somewhere in

⋃̌
∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v) and since d(u, v) ≤ n

implies that there is walk from v to u of length n or less we have d(u, v) ≤ n ⇒
u ∈

⋃̌
∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v).

Thus we have that d(u, v) ≤ n ⇔ u ∈
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v) or equivalently u ∈
T n(v) ⇔ u ∈

⋃̌
∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v).

�

Now we can find a way to express the set of all vertices of a given distance
from a vertex in terms of the neighbourhoods of that vertex.

Let for a graph G let us define Dn(v) be the subgraph induced on the vertices
{u ∈ G|d(v, u) = n}.

Theorem 3.4.5. For a graph G with v ∈ G then Dn(v) = (
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v))−
(
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n−1]Nem(v)).

Proof. {u ∈ G|d(u, v) ≤ n}−{u ∈ G|d(u, v) ≤ n−1} = {u ∈ G|d(u, v) = n} and
so Dn(v) = T n(v)−T n−1(v). We can then use our result from theorem 3.4.4 that

T n(v) =
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v) to give that Dn(v) = (
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(v))−(
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n−1]Nem(v)).
�
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Now we can use theorem 3.4.5 to relate the information in theorem 3.4.1 in a
more comprehensible way.

Theorem 3.4.6.
For any x, y ∈ G we have that (∃ an automorphism, f , of G such that f(x) = y)
⇒ (f(Dn(x)) = Dn(y),∀n ∈ N+).

Proof. For any given Dn(x) and Dn(y) we have Dn(x) = (
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(x)) −
(
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n−1]Nem(x)). From theorem 3.4.1 we have that if (∃ an automorphism,

f , of G such that f(x) = y) then (f(Nem(x)) = Nem(y),∀m ∈ N+) and then,

from theorem 3.4.5 we have Dn(x) =
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(x)−
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n−1]Nem(x) then

f(Dn(x)) =
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]f(Nem(x)) −
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n−1]f(Nem(x)) =
⋃̌

∀m∈[0,n]Nem(y) −⋃̌
∀m∈[0,n−1]Nem(y) = Dn(y).

�

This theorem means that the subgraph induced on the vertices that have a
minimum distance of n from x will be automorphically equivalent to the subgraph
induced on the vertices that have a minimum distance of k from y, provided that
x is automorphically equivalent to y.

We note, out of interest for subsequent proofs, that in general, the fact that f
is an automorphism f : G 7→ G such that f(x) = y does not necessarily imply
that f(y) = x. An example of an automorphism for which this is not the case is
a graph with some sort of ’triangular symmetry’ like the one shown in figure 9

Note however that this graph does however have, for every pair of vertices that
are automorphically equivalent in the figure, some automorphism that maps a
pair of automorphically equivalent vertices to each other.

It seems hard to think of a graph with automorphically equivalent vertices
x, y such that there is no automorphism g with the property that g(x) = y and
g(y) = x, this leads us to a conjecture.

Conjecture 3.4.7. For a graph G we have x, y ∈ G we have that ∃ an auto-
morphism, f , of G such that f(x) = y ⇒ ∃ an automorphism, g, of G such that
g(x) = y and g(y) = x.

It seems likely that this conjecture is true, its proof would make some of theo-
rems seem less specic in their demands.

Let us define Sx
y to be the subgraph induced on the vertex set {u ∈ G|d(u, x) <

d(u, y)}.
In other words for vertices x, y ∈ G, Sx

y is the subgraph induced on the vertices
that are closer to x then they are to y.
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Figure 9. An example of an automorphism of a graph, G4, with
‘triangular symmetry’

Conversely Sy
x is the subgraph on the vertices that are closer to y then they

are to x.

Theorem 3.4.8. For a graph G, with x, y ∈ G we have that (∃ an automorphism
f , of G such that f(x) = y and f(y) = x ) ⇔ f(Sx

y ) = Sy
x and f(Sy

x) = Sx
y .

Proof.

Let u ∈ Sx
y then by the definitions of D and S we have that u ∈ Dd(x,u)(x) and

u ∈ Dd(y,u)(y). Now since f(x) = y implies, by theorem 3.4.6, that f(Dd(x,u)(x)) =
Dd(x,u)(y) and so f(u) ∈ Dd(x,u)(y). Also f(y) = x implies, by theorem 3.4.6, that
f(Dd(y,u)(y)) = Dd(y,u)(x) and thus f(u) ∈ Dd(y,u)(x).

Now, from the definition of D, we have d(y, f(u)) = d(x, u) and d(x, f(u)) =
d(y, u) . Now since u ∈ Sx

y we have d(x, u) < d(y, u) and so, because d(y, f(u)) =
d(x, u) and d(x, f(u)) = d(y, u), we have d(y, f(u)) < d(x, f(u)) and hence f(u) ∈
Sy

x.
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Since this is true for any u ∈ Sx
y it follows that f(Sx

y ) = Sy
x. Since x and y

have similar standing in the initial theorem, we may apply a similar argument to
reveal that f(Sy

x) = Sx
y as well.

�

So in effect we have shown that, because two vertices being automorphic implies
their neighbours are automorphically equivalent, we get an induction effect that
leads to large amounts of symmetry. In accordance to theorem 3.4.8 the presence
of a pair automorphically equivalent vertices x, y will imply that the subgraph
induced by those vertices that are closer to x than to y will be automorphically
equivalent to the subgraph induced by those vertices that are closer to y than to
x.

3.5. Cases of homomorphic equivalence that can occur as a result of
symmetry.

Recall from subsection 1.9, that the existence of a homomorphism from a graph
G to a graph H denotes a weak kind of similarity between G and H. In this sub-
section we show how the ideas of symmetry that have been discussed earlier in
this section can be used to, sometimes, imply that a homomorphically equivalent
graph can be produced by a simply vertex removal operation. Such an operation
can be visualised as a sort of ‘folding’ of a symmetric graph, folding a graph G so
that its automorphically equivalent vertices in Sx

y and Sy
x end up on top of each

other; the resultant graph ,G−Sx
y , is homomorphically equivalent to G. As a ho-

momorphically equivalent subgraph, G−Sx
y will share many characteristics of the

original graph G, for instance recall, from theorem 1.9.6, that homomorphically
equivalent graphs share the same chromatic number.

Recall the definitions of Homomorphisms from subsection 1.9
For graphs G and H we say that G is homomorphic to H, written G → H if

∃ a mapping h, h : G 7→ H such that ∀u, v ∈ G we have (u adj v) ⇒ (h(u) adj
h(v)), in such a case h is said to be a homomorphism from G to H.

If G is homomorphic to H and H is homomorphic to G then G and H are said
to be homomorphically equivalent, this is written G↔ H.

If h is a homomorphism from G to a subgraph of G then h is said to be a
retractive homomorphism.

We may now give our new theorem regarding graph homomorphisms, this states
that in certain circumstances, for a pair of automorphically equivalent vertices
x, y ∈ G we have that G is homomorphically equivalent to G− Sx

y .

Theorem 3.5.1. For a graph G with x, y ∈ G such that ∃ an automorphism, f ,
of G such that f(x) = y, f(y) = x, f(Sx

y ) = Sy
x and f(Sy

x) = Sx
y (as in theorem

3.4.8), with the further restrictions that w ∈ G − (Sx
y ∪̌Sy

x) ⇒ f(w) = w and
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Ne(Sx
y )∩Sy

x = �. Then let h be a mapping defined by the rules: if v ∈ G−Sx
y then

h(v) = v and if v ∈ Sx
y then h(v) = f(v), then h is a retractive homomorphism

such that h : G 7→ G− Sx
y and hence G↔ G− Sx

y .

Proof.

Let u, v ∈ G − Sx
y then since h(u) = u and h(v) = v then clearly (u adj

v)⇒ (h(u) adj h(v)).
Now suppose u, v ∈ Sx

y then since f : Sx
y 7→ Sy

x as an isomorphism then,
from the definition of isomorphism ,(u adj v) ⇒ (f(u) adj f(v)) and now, since
u ∈ Sx

y ⇒ f(u) = h(u), we have that (u adj v)⇒ (h(u) adj h(v)).
Now suppose u ∈ Sx

y and v ∈ Sy
x then, since Ne(Sx

y ) ∩ Sy
x = � we have (u not

adj v) so h could still be a homomorphism even if ((h(u) adj h(v))).
Finally suppose u ∈ Sx

y and v ∈ G−(Sx
y ∪̌Sy

x), then since f is an automorphism
we have that u adj v ⇒ f(u) adj f(v), then, since our restriction gives f(v) = v,
this becomes u adj v ⇒ f(u) adj v, now, since h(u) = f(u) and h(v) = v, we
have u adj v ⇒ h(u) adj h(v).

So we have shown that ∀u, v ∈ G, (u adj v) ⇒ (h(u) adj h(v)) and so h is
a homomorphism h : G 7→ G − Sx

y and since G − Sx
y ⊆ G, h is a retractive

homomorphism, and so, by theorem 1.9.9, G↔ G− Sx
y .

�

This theorem defines a sort of folding operation that can be done whenever a
graph G is both symmetric and has the property that the symmetric bits (that is
Sx

y and Sy
x) can be ’folded’ onto one another to make a homomorphically equiva-

lent graph. This is only guaranteed when there are no edges directly connecting
vertices of Sx

y to the vertices of Sy
x. The reason for this can be seen as follows

suppose there was edge connecting u ∈ Sx
y to v ∈ Sy

x then this edge would be
’cut’ in G − Sx

y . Thus the operation of identifying the vertices of Sx
y with those

of Sy
x would not necessarily preserve adjacency and hence would not necessarily

be a homomorphism.
Supposing that a graph G has a pair of automorphically equivalent vertices x

and y then, by theorem 3.4.8, we have that Sy
x is automorphically equivalent to

Sx
y . So then we have a sort of mirror symmetry in G, because Sy

x and Sx
y are on

opposite sides of G− (Sx
y ∪̌Sy

x), this means we can think of G as having a kind of
reflective symmetry about G− (Sx

y ∪̌Sy
x).

So if there is an automorphism, f , of G such that for some x, y ∈ G then
we have f(x) = y and f(y) = x, then, by theorem 3.4.8, we also have that
f(Sy

x) = Sx
y and f(Sx

y ) = Sy
x. So it follows from the fact that automorphisms

are one to one mappings that f(G − (Sx
y ∪̌Sy

x)) = G − (Sx
y ∪̌Sy

x). Note that
the subgraph G − (Sx

y ∪̌Sy
x) is precisely the subgraph induced on the vertex set

{u ∈ G|d(u, x) = d(u, y)}. Due to the similar structure of Sy
x and Sx

y , whenever
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any u ∈ G − (Sy
x∪̌Sx

y ) is adjacent to some v ∈ Sy
x it will be adjacent to some

w ∈ Sx
y . This leads us to make a conjecture that if such an automorphism as f

exists then there will be an automorphism f with the same properties as f as
well as the property that, in the mapping f : G− (Sy

x∪̌Sx
y ) 7→ G− (Sx

y ∪Sy
x), each

vertex is mapped to itself, that is ∀w ∈ G− (Sx
y ∪̌Sy

x), we have f(w) = w.

Conjecture 3.5.2. For a graph G with x, y ∈ G we have that (∃ an automor-
phism f : G 7→ G such that f(x) = y and f(y) = x ) and f(Sx

y ) = Sy
x and

f(Sy
x) = Sx

y ⇒ (∃ an automorphism f : G 7→ G such that f(x) = y and f(y) = x
) and f(Sx

y ) = Sy
x and f(Sy

x) = Sx
y and w ∈ G− (Sx

y ∪̌Sy
x)⇒ f(w) = w.

This seems a natural conjecture because, with the sort of structural symmetry
enforced by theorem 3.4.8, it seems correct to suppose there will be such auto-
morphisms which will preserve the exact placement of vertices in G− (Sy

x∪̌Sx
y ).

If this conjecture is true then we can be assured that the sort of graphs that
theorem 3.5.1 may be applied to will be more abundant.

We should also note a corollary of theorem 3.5.1, that in cases where the
theorem works and G↔ G−Sx

y we have, in accordance with theorem 1.9.6, that
χ(G) = χ(G− Sx

y ).
Considering Heawood’s result, in subsection 1.7, one may infer the bizarre

result that, since we see that the chromatic number of a graph is directly related
to the minimum genus of the graph, we have that G ↔ G − Sx

y ⇒ G has the
same minimum genus as G − Sx

y . This is a result that is difficult to visualise,
what it is saying is that if a graph has the special kind of symmetry necessary
for application of theorem 3.5.1, then the resulting graph can be embedded on a
surface of the same minumum genus as the starting graph.

To aid our understanding of the concepts discussed we present a simple appli-
cation using many of the concepts presented in this section so far.

3.6. An example application of the results presented so far in this sec-
tion.

With most of the major theoretical results presented we discuss an example
application, in particular we examine the symmetries present in an graph called
G5 shown in figure 10.

Let us denote a vertex with the label i in a drawing such as that of G5 in
figure 10 as vi. In this way we say that G5 is the graph induced on the vertex set
{v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7, v8}.

We then discuss how the symmetries of G5 posses a ‘distance structure’, how
this implies the existence of a special homomorphically equivalent subgraph and
how this affects the evolution of an example dynamical system defined on G5.
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Figure 10. An illustration of a symmetric graph we call G5

One should notice that, in G5, we have that there is an automorphism, f , of
G5 such that f(v1) = v2, f(v1) = v2, f(v5) = v6, f(v6) = v5, f(v7) = v8 and
f(v8) = v7.

Firstly consider how, for any pair of automorphically equivalent vertices in
G, for example {v5, v6}, we have the automorphic equivalence of the subgraphs
induced by the vertices of any given distance from each member of the pair.
For example we have that f(D2(v5)) = D2(v6) and f(D2(v6)) = D2(v5) because
f(v1) = v2 and f(v1) = v2. This is an instance of the prediction made by
theorem 3.4.6.

We also consider a very simple dynamical system to run on G5.
We define a simultaneous dynamical system with δ(vi) ∈ N+. In our system we

specify the update rule R such that, for a given time step t, δt+1(vi) = δt(vi) +∑
u∈Ne(vi)

δt(u) = R(δt(vi), {δt(u)|u ∈ Ne(vi)}) for any vi ∈ G5. We see that
R is a symmetric rule and observe that theorem 3.3.1 implies that this means
that R is a semi symmetric rule. By selecting appropriate initial conditions
we may demonstrate the success of theorem 3.3.2 in predicting the occurrence of
synchronisation in the behaviour of our dynamical system as a result of symmetry.

Suppose that for the zeroth time step we have that δ0(v1) = 10, δ0(v2) = 11,
δ0(v3) = 13, δ0(v4) = 12, δ0(v5) = 14, δ0(v6) = 14, δ0(v7) = 15 and δ0(v8) = 15.
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Note now the existence of another automorphism of G5, g where g(vi) = vi,
∀i ∈ [1, 4] and also g(v5) = v6, g(v6) = v5, g(v7) = v8 and g(v8) = v7.

Then, under g, we have that δ0(vi) = δ0(g(vi)),∀vi ∈ G. Then since R is
a semi symmetric rule we may use theorem 3.3.2 to ascertain that δm(vi) =
δm(g(vi)),∀vi ∈ G, ∀m ∈ N+. Then this implies that δm(v5) = δm(v6) and
δm(v7) = δm(v8), ∀m ∈ N+.

We have produced experimental confirmation of this prediction for the first few
time steps, presented in table 1.

δ0 δ1 δ2 δ3

v1 10 22 162 1494
v2 11 23 163 1495
v3 13 83 867 9109
v4 12 140 1332 13430
v5 14 112 1189 12564
v6 14 112 1189 12564
v7 15 210 2266 23939
v8 15 210 2266 23939

Table 1: A table showing the forward iteration of the discussed dy-
namical system running on G5

Note how the initial similar starting values of the automorphically equivalent
vertex pair v5 and v6 and the automorphicall equivalent vertex pair v7 and v8

then have their values synchronised for the subsequent evolution of the system.
Now consider that Sv5

v6
is the subgraph induced on the vertices {v5, v8} and also

Sv6
v5

is the subgraph induced on the vertices {v6, v7}, we note that there are no
edges directly connecting these two subgraphs.

We can then see that g on G5 meets all the requirements to use theorem 3.5.1
in order to reveal that G5 is homomorphically equivalent to the graph G5 − Sv5

v6
.

We illustrate this homomorphism with arrows in figure 11.
We can also check that G5 has the same chromatic number as G5−Sv5

v6
, indeed

χ(G5) = χ(G5 − Sv5
v6

= 4.
So we have seen how the symmetries in G5 are related to distance using theo-

rem 3.4.5, how they are related to the evolution of an example dynamical system
defined on G5 and an example of a homomorphically equivalent subgraph the
existence of which is implied by theorem 3.5.1.

3.7. Algorithms to find automorphically equivalent vertices.

We have studied many attributes of automorphically equivalent vertices, but
have not yet presented a way to actually locate them. In this section we present
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Figure 11. An illustration of the homomorphism g : G5 7→ G5 − Sv5
v6

a new algorithm that, rather inefficiently, locates pairs of automorphically equiv-
alent vertices using the result of theorem 3.2.1, by checking to see if the removal
of one of the vertices makes a graph that is isomorphic to the graph attained
by removal of another vertex. This algorithm clearly takes massive amounts of
time to actually implement and so we also discuss another, unoriginal, method of
finding pairs of automorphically equivalent vertices known as Sparrows approach
of numerical signatures.

A new method of finding automorphically equivalent vertices

I found a simple brute force method that could be used to find automorphically
equivalent vertices by applying theorem 3.2.1. The theorem implies that, for
x, y ∈ G, x is automorphically equivalent to y if and only if G − x ' G − y.
This means that the problem of finding automorphically equivalent vertices can
be recast as a series of isomorphism problems.

The method can be applied to a graph G with the vertex set v1, v2, ..vn as
follows

let W be a n by n matrix, full of zeros
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for i from 1 to n do
for j from 1 to n do
if i 6= j and G− vi ' G− vj then let Wi,j = 1 and let Wj,i = 1.
end do
end do

Then the output W can be thought of as the adjacency matrix of a graph
G(W ). G(W ) has n vertices and two vertices in G(W ) are connected if and only
if the two vertices are automorphically equivalent in G.

In comparison with Sparrow’s method (presented below), this method takes
more much time to perform. The reason for this is that there is no known
polynomial time algorithms to check the isomorphism. Although, as we discuss
in section 5.10, there are some types of graphs that do have polynomial time
isomorphism checking algorithms. Suppose that checking whether two graphs
on n vertices are isomorphic takes Tn time. Then for a input graph G, with n
vertices, the algorithm can find all pairs of automorphically equivalent vertices in
O(Tn−1.n

2) time, this is true since there will be n2 vertices for which isomorphism
checks involving graphs on n − 1 vertices must be performed, and each of these
checks will take Tn−1 time units to perform.

Sparrow’s method

One very simple and efficient algorithm to find automorphically equivalent ver-
tices is method developed by M.Sparrow in [22]. Sparrow’s method was discussed
briefly in subsection 1.5 and works by using so called numerical signatures; these
are real valued functions assigned to each vertex. Sparrow’s method works by
evolving a kind of dynamical system of these numerical signatures. The system
uses an update procedure that makes use of the transcendental properties of the
number π so that, after a few iterations, the only vertices that will have the same
numerical signatures are those that are automorphically equivalent.

Sparrow’s algorithm can be applied to a graph G, on a vertex set {v1, v2, ..., vn}
as follows

0) Select an appropriately large value of T ∈ N+, this T is the number of
iterations for which the algorithm will perform the update procedure, certainly
T = |G| is sufficiently large and often small values such as T = 2 or T = 3 will
be sufficient for the algorithm to find all the automorphically equivalent vertices.

1) Attribute to each vertex, vi ∈ G a function δt(vi), representing the value of
the so called ’numerical signature’ on vi at the tth iteration of the method. Set
δ0(vi) = deg(vi), ∀vi ∈ G.

2) Then for t from 1 to T we , simultaneously, perform the update operation
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δt+1(vi) = (|Nek(vi)|+ pi1/2)Πu∈Ne(vi)(π + δt(u)), ∀vi ∈ G.
3) We check to see if δT (vi) = δT (vj) for all pairs of vertices vi, vj ∈ G :

vi 6 =vj. Whenever this is the case we have that the vertex pair {vi, vj} are
automorphically equivalent.

The algorithm runs very quickly and is mercifully easy to understand. Proofs
of correctness of the algorithm, consideration of the effects of rounding errors
(which usually don’t tend to be too important) and a general explanation are all
covered in [22].

The success of Sparrow’s method could be considered to be a consequence
of theorem 3.3.2, after all the method implements a simultaneous dynamical
system and as automorphically equivalent vertices will have the same degree,
they will begin with the same initial value of δ. This means that there will be an
automorphism of G, f , such that δ0(vi) = δ0(f(vi)), ∀vi ∈ G. Thus theorem 3.3.2
can be applied to assure that the pairs of automorphically equivalent {vi, f(vi)},
will retain similar values of δ for all subsequent time steps.
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4. The abundance and effects of graph symmetries

This section is something of a continuation from the last section, we investigate
some more specific after results from the theory uncovered in section 3, once
again the new results are all original to my knowledge, unless stated otherwise
like in our mention of small world graphs and Erodos’s results.

4.1. How to make symmetric graphs.

Symmetric graphs, that is graphs with pairs of automorphically equivalent ver-
tices, can be made by the following procedure.

Take an arbitrary labelled graph G and colour a subgraph X ⊆ G black and
colour the subgraph G−X white.

Now copy the graph G to make a graph H with the same vertex labels and
colours.

Identify each white vertices on G with the corresponding white vertices on H
that have the same label.

The resulting graph has the property that deducting all the black vertices that
were in G looks the same as taking off the black vertices that were in H. This
property is thus analogous to the case of theorem 3.2.1, and so we have that
the subgraph induced on the black vertices that were in G is automorphically
equivalent to the subgraph induced on the black vertices that were in H, and
hence our resulting graph is symmetric.

We illustrate how this process works in figure 12, where we generate the graph
G5 that was considered in subsection 3.6.

Figure 12 shows how, by colouring some subgraph black, and the remainder
white, and then identifying corresponding white vertices one can produce the
symmetric graph G5.

It would appear that all symmetric graphs could be made using this kind of
procedure. Rather than simply fusing two graphs together in the above fash-
ion, graphs with other kinds symmetries could be produced by similar fusing
operations on more than two starting graphs.

One may expect, with such a simple operation capable of making symmetric
graphs, that they would be very common. Analysis of random graphs reveals
however that this to not be the case, infact for large graphs the probability that
the graph will have any kind of symmetry is very small.
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Figure 12. An illustration of how to make G5 by the method
described in subsection 4.1

4.2. The occurrence of symmetry in random graphs.

Random graphs are graphs where the nature of the edge connections occur in
some random way. There are many ways that very complicated graphs can be
made using random numbers, the simplest of which was studied by the mathe-
matical giant Erdos in [14]. One of the first random graph models invented was
the Erdos-Renyi graph, denoted G(n, p), this is a simple graph with n vertices,
where the probability that any given pair of vertices are connected is p. Note
that G(n, p) must be simple, this means that in randomly assigning edges to
pairs of vertices in G(n, p) one must make sure that no pair of vertices have more
than one edge between them and no edges that connect vertices to themselves
are allowed.

There is, now, a huge zoo of random graph models. Some of these are relatively
straight-forward and others are specifically designed to have particular structural
characteristics.

The rate of occurrence of automorphic equivalence in Erdos-Renyi graphs has
already been investigated in [14].
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Random graphs can be viewed in different ways, the notation G(n, p) denotes
a graph with n vertices, where the probability that any given pair of vertices
are connected is p. For these kinds of graph p may be a function of n, which
means that Erdos-Renyi graphs can, although random, have a tendencies toward
particular kinds of structure.

In talking of random graphs we use the phrase ‘almost surely’ to discuss events
for which, as the number of vertices of the graph, n, tends to infinity, the probabil-
ity of that event tends to one. Also rewiring is another graph surgery operation,
a single rewiring is the operation of removing an edge from a graph, and adding
a different edge back again.

Studies by Erdos and Renyi in [15] found that, for a graph G(n, p), if the
parameters n and p satisfy the inequality 1−ln n/n ≥ p ≥ln n/n, then, almost
surely, the graph G(n, p) will be asymmetric. The pair also proved that, for a
given G(n, p), almost surely, one needs to rewire at least (2+o(1))np(1−p) edges
in order to attain a symmetric graph.

This means that the object of our study-symmetry in graphs, is rather rare,
and moreover the larger the graph, the less likely it will be that the graph will
have automorphically equivalent vertices and the more rewiring will be required
to make it so that the resulting graph holds automorphically equivalent vertices.

Another easy to understand random graph model is that of the graphs denoted
G(n, b). These are, again, simple graphs on n vertices but this time the edges
are randomly assigned to the vertices so that the average degree (that is the
expectation value of the degree) of a given vertex is b. That is, if G has the
vertex set {v1, v2, ...., vn} then (

∑
∀vi∈G degvi)/n = b. In other words G(n, b) is a

random graph on n vertices where each vertex will have, on average, b neighbours.
There are a lot of similarities between the Erdos-Renyi G(n, p) graph model

and the G(n, b) graph model, for this reason we can expect that Erdos and Renyi
’s result regarding the rarity of symmetric G(n, p) graphs that, for large n, it is
very uncommon that G(n, b) will be symmetric.

There are, as we said, many different random graph models. We are interested
in trying to find a relationship to describe the probability of graph symmetries
occurring in large classes of random graph models. We use theorem 3.2.1 to
investigate the probability that vertices on some, more general, random graph
model are automorphically equivalent. The kind of graph models which we are
interested in are those which we call homogeneous graphs.

We say that a random graph is homogeneous if the graph is generated by
beginning with a set of n isolated vertices and then edges are assigned to these
vertices in some homogenous way. By that we mean that the expectation value
of the degree of each vertex in the graph will be the same.

Now we can state a conjecture; this one uses theorem 3.2.1 to say that the
probability of two vertices in a random graph on n vertices are automorphically
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equivalent is the same as the probability that two such random graphs on n− 1
vertices are isomorphic.

Conjecture 4.2.1. For a homogeneous random graph Gm(v, e), on v vertices with
e edges randomly assigned according to the rules of some homogenous graph model
m. We have that, when v is sufficiently large, the probability that a randomly
selected pair of vertices x, y ∈ Gm(v, e) will be automorphically equivalent will be
the same as the probability that a pair of Gm(v−1, e−b) graphs will be isomorphic.
Where b is the expectation value of the degree of the vertices in Gm(v, e).

Justification
Theorem 3.2.1 gives us that the event of two vertices in a graph being auto-

morphically equivalent is the same as the event that that the graph with one of
the vertices removed is isomorphic to the graph with the other vertex removed.
So it seems reasonable to expect that, when enough vertices are involved, the
probability of two vertices x and y in a homogeneous random graph Gm(v, e) will
be automorphically equivalent to be the same as the probability that two random
graphs on one less vertex will be isomorphic. Such random graphs will have one
less vertex and hence will have the expected number of edges that were connected
to the removed vertex, b, less edges then Gm(v, e).

This conjecture could have far reaching results for random graph theory, for
example the two random graph models considered above are both examples of
homogeneous random graph. However with little experience of the subject of
random graph I have not tried to rigorously prove result. The reason is that
for one thing, I expect there is probably a better way of specifying the class
of random graph models for which this kind of effect occurs. The definition of
homogenous random graphs is, after all, my own invention.

4.3. Using a computer to investigate automorphically equivalent graphs.

During the study of many of these concepts computer programs were used.,
Most of the study was done using maple and consequentialy the code for a maple
worksheet I wrote has been included in the appendix. The worksheet includes
procedures capable of building random graphs, testing isomorphism (in the ineffi-
cient method discussed in subsection 1.5) and finding automorphically equivalant
vertices; two procedures that find automorphically vertices are present, these be-
ing the algorithm of Sparrow as well as the algorithm I made up, discussed in
subsection 3.7. With these codes written it was originally hoped that a statistical
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investigation of the chances involved in random graph symmetry could be per-
formed. Indeed the basis for such an investigation, a procedure that calculates
the average number of automorphically equivalant vertices in a random graph, is
present in the maple code. This could perhaps be used by the reader to continue
the investigation into the abundance of graph symmetry, we have ommited the
investigation because of the already lengthly nature of this project.

4.4. Small worlds and β-graphs.

Small world graphs are a very fashionable new niche of graph theory, as the
name suggests the study of so called small worlds is the study of graphs where
things seem to be more closely connected to one another then they ‘should’ be.
[2] gives an excellent introduction to this subject, as does the article [28].

There are many graph invariants which may be used to investigate small world
properties, the average path length, L, of a graph G is defined to be the mean
of d(u, v), averaged over all pairs u, v ∈ G such that u 6= v. Another invariant
that is important to the study of small world graphs is the clustering coefficient
γ of a graph, defined for simple graphs as the value of (number of edges in
|Ne(u)|)/deg(u)(deg(u)−1) averaged over all u ∈ G. The clustering coefficient is
a sort of a statistical measure of how cliquish a graph is. Suppose that the graph
represents a social network with vertices as people and edges as friendships. Then
the higher the clustering coefficient of the graph the more chance that two of a
person’s friends will know each other.

Small world graphs G = (V, E) are characterised by having an abnormally low
L, whilst retaining a value of γ that is comparable to that of the random graph
G(v, e), with v = |V | and e = |E|. For many random graphs, as γ increases
the structure of the graph becomes more uniform, and the occasional random
edges connecting distant parts of the graph becomes less frequent, this leads to
a decrease in L.

In order to make another type of random graph, one called the β graph, that
has importance in the study of small world networks, we must first be able to
generate objects called lattice graphs.

Lattice graphs are so called because the regular structure of the edges means
the resulting graph can be embedded so that it looks like a regular lattice in d
dimensional space. Lattice graphs have uniform structure and this means that
each vertex in a lattice graph will have the same degree, suppose that the value
of this degree is k.

To generate a lattice graph in d dimensions, of degree k and on n vertices we
start with n isolated vertices.

First label each vertex with distinct integers up to n, that is labG(v) ∈ [1, n].
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Then for each vertex v ∈ G, add edges connecting v to each vertex u such

that labG(u) = labG(v)− id́ modulo n, and add edges to each vertex w such that

labG(w) = labG(v) + id́ modulo n, for any i ∈ [1, k/2] and for any d́ ∈ [1, d].
(when implementing this process it is normally assumed k >= 2d)

Once one has attained a one dimensional latice graph (that is a graph that
is a one dimensional, circular lattice that resembles a ring of vertices), one may
randomly rewire some of its edges to make a β-graph.

β-graph generating algorithm

Let β be some constant such that 0 ≤ β ≤ 1.
Let G be a lattice, of d = 1, and degree k, on n vertices with a vertex labelling

as above.
Let r be a uniform random deviate in [0, 1].
for i from 1 to n do
for q from 1 to k/2 do
if r < β then delete the edge connected u and v, were labG(u) = i and labG(v) =

i + q modulo n, then add an edge connecting u to some random vertex w such
that u 6= w and u and w are initially none adjacent.

end do
end do

The resulting graph is the beta graph, the graph that begins as a d = 1 lattice
or ring lattice, and then a portion of the graph is rewired corresponding to the
value of β. Figure 13 and figure 14 show two different β graphs with n = 12,
k = 4 and β of 0.1 and 0.8 respectively, one can see how the graph tends to a
disordered mess as β increases.

Because β graphs are so simple in their construction they have provided an
excellent hotbed for the study of small world graphs. It has long been thought
that small world properties manifest themselves somewhere in the ‘transition’
between a graph being highly ordered like a lattice and highly disordered, like
a random graph. Consider a social network where the vertices represent people
and two vertices are connected if the people are friends. Such social networks are
good examples of small world graphs (except that its hard to think of a exact
criterion to classify people as friends) and we can see how β graphs can be used
to very roughly model some of these social network’s characteristics. In such
social networks the interconnections between a person’s close friends will have
some characteristics of the lattice. In this way a person will (hopefully) have a
set of close friends who know one another to form a small regular structure of
‘friendship edges’. However people will also have the occasional ‘random friend’,
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Figure 13. An illustraition of a β-graph with 12 vertices, average
degree 4 and β = 0.1

like somebody a person meets on train. This random friend will have their own
group of close friends, so the making of random friends is like randomly rewiring
the lattice graph to make occasional connections between, would be distant, parts
of the lattice graph.

It is interesting to note that β graphs are another instance of a homogeneous
graph model. Because β graphs are generated by starting with a lattice graph, the
degree of which is constant over all the vertices, and then rewiring it randomly-
the resulting graph should still have the same expectation value of degree, on any
given vertex, as the degree across the initial lattice graph.
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Figure 14. An illustraition of a β-graph with 12 vertices, average
degree 4 and β = 0.8

This means that, provided its true, conjecture 4.2.1 may be applied to β-graphs
to reveal the relation between the isomorphisity and the potential symmetries on
such graphs.

The main point in us discussing β graphs is the fact that they are used in
Watts investigation of the solution to the density classification problem.

Investigating how the performance of the density classification problem is af-
fected by the presence of symmetries within the graph would be an interesting
investigation. The information yielded could help tell us about how ideas of sym-
metry may tie in with how ‘computationally efficient’ a given graph structure will
be. One could perhaps even argue that the best type of graph structures, for the
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solution of computational problems like the density classification problem will
have symmetry. If the cellular automata rule involved works in a certain way, the
symmetry present in a graph may allow computations of the cellular automata to
be performed in parallel. It would be interesting to know how much of a human
brain may posses symmetry in its networks layout so that distant parts of the
brain can ‘think in the same way’. Obviously simplifying an extremely compli-
cated thing like a human brain to a simultaneous dynamical system on a graph is
something of a scientific travesty but never-the less symmetry in structure seems
to be present in many ‘things that compute’.

In further study of symmetry in graphs it would also be interesting to further
investigate how much things like symmetry occur in ‘small world’ graphs such
as β graphs. Since it has recently been observed that these small world graphs
occur in so many places in the natural world; knowing how much symmetry they
tend to possess would surely be useful. Such information could have interesting
ramifications toward the study of such subjects as the structure of the internet,
social structures and could possibly even give theoretical evidence toward the
startling amount of symmetry that seems to be present in many biological net-
works, such as in an animal’s nervous system. One should note however that, due
to the extreme rarity of large, symmetric graphs, it seems unlikely that automor-
phically equivalant vertices will occur very much in large natural graphs. In real
world graphs, the construction of which is often affected by random numbers, the
graphs are unlikely to have an exact symmetry, although they may well possess
a fair degree of ‘statistical symmetry’.

4.5. Conclusions about our new results with regard to symmetries in
graphs.

The new results regarding symmetry have many ramifications, some going in
different directions with regards to mathematical theory.

With regards to pure graph theory the most important results are in section 3.
Theorem 3.2.1 relating automorphic equivalence with isomorphism under vetex
removal serves as the basis for our method of constructing symmetric graphs.
We see some of its results in conjecture 4.2.1, about random graphs, surely there
could be more interesting results about symmetry in random graphs that could
be derived these results.

Theorem 3.2.2, which in a way serves for the theoretical basis for all the impli-
cations made about the distance structure of graphs, as well as our theory about
dynamical systems on graphs, is surely a result of some theoretical importance.

Our consideration about how the existence of special kinds of retractive homo-
morphisms is related to graph symmetry, in theorem 3.5.1 must also be of some
interest with regards to pure graph theory. It is unlikely that theorem 3.5.1 is as
tight as it could be, in other words I believe it is likely that there will be a more
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direct result that tells one what kind of homomorphically equivalent graphs will
be present as a result of graph symmetry. Never-the less the result does provide
a starting block towards this end.

With regards to pure theory the study of the field of symmetry in graphs could
probably benefit from making use of more group theory, perhaps some of the
results (such as theorem 3.2.1) could even be recast in terms of group isomor-
phisms and automorphisms to provide more general results accoss the whole of
mathematics.

Spanning between applied mathematics and pure mathematics, the theory of
dynamical systems and cellular automata on graphs is an important subject. Our
result regarding the similar behaviour of dynamical systems on symmetric graphs
in theorem 3.3.2 should therefore be of considerable importance.

When one considers that simultaneous dynamical systems on graphs are in-
volved in the simulation of a diverse range of phenomena such as disease epi-
demics, traffic flow, computation etc, one sould see that such a result as theo-
rem 3.3.2, predicting the possible total synchronisation of large parts of symmetric
graphs, could be of value to those researching in such areas. It should, therefore,
be of importance to further develop the theory behind theorem 3.3.2. In particu-
lar it would be very interesting to investigate how so called statistical symmetry
(when things nearly look the same) is related to the development of dynamical
systems on graphs, after all this fuzzy kind of symmetry seems to exist in abun-
dance in natural networks. It would also be interesting to study how resilient the
synchronisation predicted by theorem 3.3.2 would be if the system in question
was not entirely deterministic. Supposing there were some random perturbations
involved in the systems vertex update rule, then to what degree would the system
in question still retain the schronisity predicted by theorem 3.3.2.

If the result in theorem 3.3.2 could be generalised to digraphs and to certain
kinds of sequential-update dynamical systems and the like then it could also be
of considerable importance to many fields of computer science, infact it should be
of considerable importance already. The reason for this is that many algorithms
and computer programs can be considered to be dynamical systems on graphs,
so the result may help to simplify concepts and also to investigate properties like
parallel processing.

Our conjecture regarding the symmetries in random graphs is another result
that could be further developed. With all the results revealed about symmetry
presented here, most notably theorem 3.4.5 and theorem 3.3.2, one should expect
that the theory of symmetry in random graphs might be able to be advanced.
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5. Algorithmic graph theory

5.1. Why study algorithmic graph theory.

Section 3 and section 4 discuss symmetry in graphs, they discuss many at-
tributes of symmetric graphs and the problems involved. One problem that keeps
cropping up in many considerations of graph structure, particularly regarding
symmetry, is the isomorphism problem.

This section of the project is somewhat at a tangent to the discussions of
symmetry made before. We present a section on algorithmic graph theory. Al-
gorithmic graph theory is largely concerned with what kinds of problem solving
algorithms there are on graphs- how quickly such problems can be solved and
what kind of special graph classes exist for which the problems could be solved
more efficiently. The reason it is presented is partially because it was the original
aim of the project to investigate the applications of modular graph decomposi-
tion, this aim changed after I found the new results regarding symmetry. Still
the reader should see that many of the concepts presented below have much to
do with those discussed so far, for example we discuss efficient methods of struc-
tural analysis, graph colouring, graph isomorphism and also make a conjecture
regarding using graph decomposition processes to investigate symmetry.

5.2. NP complete problems.

In computer science it is often of interest to characterise how difficult problems
are to solve. This section is largely written using information from [32].

P problems are the usual type of problems that can be solved in polynomial
time, technically we say that a problem is a P problem if it can be solved in
polynomial time by a deterministic sequential machine.

The notation NP stands for problems that can be solved in nondeterministic
polynomial time. In other words a problem is NP if one can identify whether
any answer to the problem is infact a solution in polynomial time.

One very interesting question with regards to computation is as follows; is the
set of P problems the same as the set of NP problems? That is, is P = NP?
This question is still outstanding because no-one has been able to find a rigorous
way to answer it. Consequentially the Clay Mathematics Institute has offered
a million dollars for anybody who can get to the bottom of the problem and
ascertaining whether P = NP or not.

Unlike many long standing conjectures many researchers are quite unsure what
kind of answer lies behind the million dollar problem. Many computer scientists
now believe that P 6= NP . One of the reasons for this is the presence of, so called,
NP complete problems. NP complete problems are amongst the most computa-
tionally challenging of NP problems. There is an enormous list of problems that
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have been shown to be NP complete including the graph isomorphism problem,
the graph colouring problem, playing minesweeper and ascertaining whether or
not an interval of integers has a subset that sums to zero.

Perhaps the most striking thing about NP complete problems is that, if there
is an algorithm that solves any one of these problems in deterministic, polynomial
time, then this algorithm can be modified to solve any of the other NP complete
problems as well.

When one considers the vast number of different NP complete problems, it
seems quite reasonable to assume that the computer scientists are correct in
supposing that P 6= NP . This means that that NP complete problems are never
destined to be soluble in deterministic polynomial time. This is bad news for
solving graph colouring and isomorphism problems on large graphs, but their are
some kinds of graphs that have properties that mean that such problems can be
solved more easily.

5.3. Perfect graphs.

Despite the bad news regarding solving graph theoretical problems like the
isomorphism problem in anything less then exponential time (that is where the
amount of time required to solve the problem increases exponentially with the
size of the graph); there are classes of graphs for which things are simpler. The
discussion in this subsection is mostly taken from [13].

Perfect graphs are a special class of graphs, defined below, that have interesting
relationships with regards to certain graph invariants.

Recall from section 1.8, the definition of the following invariants.
ω(G) is defined to be the number of vertices in the largest clique contained

within G.
A partition of G into G = X1 + X2 + .. + Xm, such that ∀i ∈ [1, m], Xi is a

clique (a clique is a complete graph), is said to be a clique cover of size m. The
size of the smallest possible clique cover, of a given G, is termed the clique cover
number of G, k(G).

The number of vertices within the largest stable set in a given graph is defined
as the stability number of the graph, α(G).

Also recall that χ(G) denotes the chromatic number of graph, the minimum
number of colours that the vertices of the graph can be coloured with so that no
two adjacent vertices share the same colour.

It is true that calculation of ω(G),k(G), χ(G) and α(G) are, in general NP
complete problems. For this and many other reasons it is important to ask
whether there is any connection between the values of ω(G),k(G), χ(G) and α(G),
for an arbitrary graph G. Thankfully there is a very large, and interesting, class
of graphs known as perfect graphs for which an intimate relationship between
ω(G),k(G), χ(G) and α(G) exists. The properties of perfect graphs make them
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helpful in dynamical programming because there are many subclasses of perfect
graphs which have polynomial time algorithms for the calculation of things like
χ(G).

Definition 5.3.1. (The graph G is a perfect graph) ⇔, (∀X ⊆ G, we have
ω(X) = χ(X)).

The long conjectured, now proved, perfect graph theorem of Berge states the
definition of a perfect graphs equivalence to the condition α(X) = k(X), ∀X ⊆ G.
Lovasz observed that this is also equivalent to ω(G)α(G) ≥ |X|. The perfect
graph conjecture finally became a theorem in 2002, the proof was supplied by
Maria Chudnovsky and Paul Seymour.

The class of perfect graphs has many interesting subclasses, most notably are
comparability graphs, permutation graphs and intersection graphs, all of these
are discussed in depth in [13], we discuss some facsets of comparability graphs.

We are particularly interested in the comparability graphs in this project, this
is mostly because of their connection with efficient solution of graph theoretical
problems. Comparability graphs are heavily related to a particular method of
graph decomposition known as modular decomposition.

5.4. Graph Decomposition.

Determining structural information about graphs is a problem that is both
challenging and important. When graph theory is applied to the study of some
real world network, such as a food web of animals or the connections in a power
grid, and the researcher wishes to characterise graph structure as well as to know
what kind of causes might lie behind the graph structure. Then the approach
behind this problem is entirely dependant on the aspects of graphs structure
which the researcher wants information about.

Information such as chromatic number, clique number, vertex degree distribu-
tion, path-connectivity and inter-vertex distances all serve to tell the researcher
things about a graph and its subgraphs. Ultimately, however, there are no graph
invariants that can totally characterize graphs. For this reason in-depth analysis
of structure is sometimes performed using types of graph decomposition.

Graph decomposition is the process where a graph is iteratively partitioned
into subgraphs according to some sort of rule. There are many different types
of graph decomposition, with different ends. Sorts of graphs known as trees are
often used to describe graph decomposition processes.

Trees are simple graphs that have no cycles. In this project the trees that are
considered will be directed graphs. We refer to the vertices of trees as nodes.
When there is a directed edge from the node x to the node y we say that y is
a child node of x (or one of y’s children), in this case we say that x is a father
node of y. We consider the trees to have a single root node, that is generally
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drawn above all the other nodes and can be thought of as the starting point for
the branching effect described by the tree. In addition to the root node, trees
also contain so called interior nodes. Interior nodes are those nodes that lay
somewhere in the middle of a tree. Such interior nodes will have edges directed
into them and will also have edges directed out to other nodes drawn below. At
the very bottom of a tree are the leaves of the tree. These are the nodes that
only have a directed path into them, and represent the final product of whatever
branching effect the tree represents.

Graph decomposition is often represented by trees where the root node is taken
to represent the original graph, and at any given point the children of a given
node represent subgraphs of the graph represented by the father node according
to some type of partition. In this way trees can be used to represent the process
where a graph is iteratively broken up; starting with the root node that represents
the initial graph and ending with a set of leaf nodes that represent the individual
vertices of the graph.

One type of graph decomposition is known as modular decomposition. In this
process the original graph is broken down into subgraphs with special qualities
that are known as subgraphs. In a tree representation of modular decomposi-
tion the root node represents the initial graph, the interior nodes represent the
respective modules into which the module represented by their father node is par-
titioned into. The leaves of this tree end up representing the individual vertices
of the graph.

5.5. Modular decomposition.

Modular decomposition is, as discussed, a technique applied in many differ-
ent fields of research. A good example of modular decomposition being used to
discern information about real world networks is in [30], where modular decom-
position is used to study the causes behind a network of protein interactions.

We present the reader with a review of how the modular decomposition tech-
nique works and how the process is linked to the presence of cographs and compa-
rability graphs. This should give the reader some insight into how this technique
can be useful to the subjects of graph colouring and graphs isomorphism. In this
subsection most of the definitions and discussions are taken from either [13],[12]
or [24].

Modular decomposition has, somewhat as a result of its simultaneous appli-
cation across many fields, acquired many other names: partitive decomposition,
homogenous decomposition, substitution decomposition.

Modular decomposition is a process by where graphs are broken down into
subgraphs called modules.

Definition 5.5.1. For a graph G, subgraph M ⊆ G is a module of G if and only
if M 6= � and ∀u ∈ G−M , either u adj v, ∀v ∈M or u not adj v, ∀v ∈M ).
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Modules are subgraphs such that the vertices of which are indistinguishable
from those outside the module. Decomposing graphs into their modules often
provides a natural way to examine the structure of the graphs. Modular decom-
position is also useful, on certain classes of graphs, for efficiently solving some
problems discussed earlier such as the isomorphism problem as well as colouring
and the independant set problems.

The definition of modules fits in well with the idea of, so called, decomposition
graphs. These are written as G = G0[G1, G2, ..., Gn] where the graph G0 is called
the outer factor whilst the graphs G1, G2, ..., Gn are called the inner factors. A
decomposition graph G0[G1, G2, ..., Gn] is formed by taking any graph G0 with
vertex set {x1, x2, ..., xn} and replacing each vertex xi in G0 with a inner factor
Gi. When two vertices xi and xj are not connected to one another in G0 then
the graphs they are replaced by, Gi and Gj, will have no connections between
vertices in the separate graphs. When two vertices xi and xj are connected to
one another in G0 then the graphs they are replaced by, Gi and Gj, will have
their vertices entirely connected to each other.

In other words when two vertices xi and xj are not connected in G0 then we
add the disjoint union, Gi + Gj to our decomposition graph G. Conversely when
two vertices xi and xj are connected in G0 then we add the disjoint sum, Gi⊕Gj

to our decomposition graph G.
We illustrate an example decomposition graph in figure 15.
One of the main reasons that we discuss decomposition graphs here is the fact

that inner factors of any decomposition graph are modules of that graph.
This can be seen by considering the construction of decomposition graphs

G0[G1, G2, ..., Gn], they are formed by taking a set of inner factor graphs, {G1, G2, ..., Gn}
and performing a series of disjoint unions and disjoint sums between them- ac-
cording to the connections present in G0. The result is that, for any vertex outside
a given inner factor Gi, for i ∈ [1, n], will either be connected to all the vertices
in Gi or else connected to no vertex in Gi, thus Gi is a module.

It is important to consider what kinds of graphs lend themselves to repre-
sentations with the notation G = G0[G1, G2, G3]. Clearly any graph G can
be represented in such a way, simply by taking G0 ' G and Gi to be sin-
gle vertices, ∀i ∈ [1, n]. But what about the graphs for which the notion of
decomposition graphs is useful. We are interested in expressing a graph G as
G = G0[G1, G2, ..., Gn] with n ∈ [2, |G| − 1], when this is possible we say that
G is Golumbic-decomposible. Further, we say that a partition of a graph G into
{G1∪̌G2∪̌, ..., ∪̌Gn} with n ∈ [2, |G| − 1] is a proper decomposition of G. Clearly
when a graph has a proper decomposition then it is Golumbic-decomposable, we
use this terminology to avoid confusion, also because we use the name because
Golumbic made the definition in [13] .

So when a graph is Golumbic-decomposable it will have to have some none
trivial inner factor Gi, such that |Gi| ∈ [2, |G| − 1] for some i ∈ [1, n].

This leads us back to the notion of modules.
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Figure 15. An illustration of the process of making a sample
decomposition graph G = G0[G1, G2, G3]

For a module M ⊆ G, if |M | = |G| or |M | = 1 then we say that M is a trivial
module. If M ⊆ G is a module that has no none trivial modules contained within
it then M is said to be prime.

Theorem 5.5.2. (G has a none trivial module m) ⇔ (G is Golumbic decompos-
able)

Proof. If G = (V, E) is Golumbic decomposable then there must be a none trivial
inner factor Gi, and since, as we argue above, all inner factors are modules, it
follows that such modules must therefore be none trivial so we have (G has a none
trivial module m) ⇐ (G is decomposable). For ⇒ one may observe that, for a
none trivial module m of G, if {v1, v2..vk} is the set of all vertices in G−m then the
partioning of G into G = {v1∪̌v2∪̌, ..., ∪̌vk∪̌m} induces a proper decomposition
of G.

�

We see how these none trivial (or so called prime) modules have a large part
to play in the modular decomposition of a graph.
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Modular decomposition on a graph is, in many ways, the reverse of building a
decomposition graph. Instead of starting with a set of graphs and fusing them
together with the above operation, in modular decomposition, potential ways of
writing a graph as a set of inner and outer factors are ascertained.

In a single stage of the modular decomposition process graphs are broken down
into their modules. Often there are many possible ways of breaking a given graph
down, so we apply special rules discussed later.

An important concept to grasp about modules is that two vertices in the same
module are indistinguishable from the outside. Because any vertices outside a
given module will either be connected to both or neither of the two vertices, the
pair of vertices have a similar relationship to all vertices outside the module. It
is this property that means that, when a graph G has been partitioned into mod-
ules mi so that G = {m1∪̌m2∪̌, ..., ∪̌mn}, then for any vertex set {v1, v2, ..., vn}
such that vi ∈ mi, ∀i ∈ [1, n], then the subgraph induced on {v1, v2, ..., vn} is
isomorphic to G0 where G = G0[m1, m2, ...,mn]. In such a case G0 is called the
quotient of G. There is a little terminology that is used in discussion of the
modular decomposition of graphs.

For a graph G, two subgraphs X, Y ⊆ G are said to overlap if X ∩ Y 6= �,
X − Y 6= � and Y −X 6= �.

For a module M ⊆ G if M does not overlap any other module of G then M is
said to be a strong module of G. A module M ⊆ G is said to be maximal if it is
not contained within any module.

The modular decomposition of a graph is a way of representing how a graph
can be broken down into it’s constituent modules. The process of modular de-
composition can be described as the conversion of a graph G into a modular
decomposition tree Tmod(G). The modular decomposition tree, Tmod(G), is a la-
belled tree that has nodes of which represent strong modules of G. When nodes
are the children of a given node in Tmod(G) then they are strong modules that are
contained within the module represented by their father node. By this token the
root node represents the original graph whilst the |G| leaves of Tmod(G) represent
the vertices of G.

The process of modular decomposition can also be described recursively, we
begin with the graph G as the root node of Tmod(G), and recursively take the
graph representing the node in question (we call this G∗) and apply the rules
below to find out what label this node will have in Tmod(G) and also what graphs
the children nodes will represent.

For a graph G∗ ⊆ G we find out what label to give the node representing G∗

and what subgraphs of G∗ will be represented by this node’s children as follows.
If G∗ is path-disconnected then the node is labelled P (for parallel), in this

case the children nodes are the connected components of G∗.
If the complement of G∗, G∗, is disconnected then the node is labelled S (for

series), in this case the children nodes are the connected components of G∗.
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In the case where neither of the above two are true then both G∗ and G∗ are
connected, then the node representing G∗ is labelled N (for neighbourhood). In
this case the children nodes are the maximal modules of G∗.

This process is repeated iteratively, that is, the modules that are the children
of G∗ are found and are reinputted until the entire modular decomposition tree,
down to the leaves (that represent the singular vertices of the graph) has been
generated.

The modular decomposition tree of the graph we considered in figure 15 is
shown in figure 16.

Figure 16. An illustration of the modular decomposition tree for
the graph considered in figure 15

Following the above process, until all of the nodes decomposed yield singular
vertices, gives the modular decomposition tree Tmod(G) of a graph G. From this
object one may sometimes derive the cotree of G (if G is a coraph), the decomposi-
tion can also help one find transitive orientations of G. These two representations
are useful for solving isomorphism and colouring problems respectively.

5.6. Transitive orientation, comparability graphs and partially ordered
sets.
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This section reveals some connections between the subject of modular decompo-
sition and that of transitative orientation, the majority of things in this section
are from [13] and [11].

Orientations of graphs are generated by taking an undirected graph G, and
then assigning directions to each of G’s undirected edges.

Definition 5.6.1. A directed graph
−→
G = (V,

−→
E ) is said to be transitive if, each

time there are u, v, w ∈ V such that (u, v) ∈
−→
E and (v, w) ∈

−→
E it true that

(u, w) ∈
−→
E .

An orientation of an undirected graph G, that produces a transitive directed
graph is known as a transitive orientation of G and if such an orientation exists
then G is said to be a comparability graph.

Transitive orientation is an important subject for one, because of its connection
with the theory of partially ordered sets.

In set theory, and the theory of ordered sets one is often interested in how
a series of elements relate to one another. Suppose there is some set X with
elements x ∈ X and ∀x ∈ X there is an operator R such that R(x) ⊆ X, R(x) is
then known as the set of relatives of x.

Such an operator R can satisfy many possible properties, these tell us things
about the kind of relations that exist between X’s members.

If R satisfies the irreflexive property, that x /∈ R(x), and R also satisfies the
transitive property, that z ∈ R(y), y ∈ R(x) ⇒ z ∈ R(x), then we say that the
binary relation R is a strict partial order.

In this sense we see that if X is the set of vertices of a digraph
−→
G and for any

vertex x ∈
−→
G , R(x) is the set of vertices that there is a directed edge from x to

each member of R(x). Then it is clear that if
−→
G is a transitive graph (i.e.

−→
G

could be the transitive orientation of some comparability graph G) then R is a

strict partial order on the vertices of
−→
G .

Whether or not a transitive orientation of a given graph exists is often asked
in practical application of graph theory. The presence and number of possi-
ble transitive orientations on an undirected graph reveals information about the
structure of the graph. For example the class of permutation graphs is defined
by the feature that both G and G’s complement are comparability graphs.

The number of transitive orientations possible on a given undirected graph also
gives away information about the modular decomposition of a graph.

Let us say a graph G is uniquely partially orderable if it only has two possible
transitive orientations (one being the reverse of the other).

There are many connections between the ideas of transitive orientation and
modular decomposition. One of the main theorems that highlights the connection
is presented here from [13].
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Theorem 5.6.2. For a comparability graph G then (G is uniquely partially or-
derable) ⇔ (every none trivial module of G is a stable set) ⇔ (each inner factor
of any proper decomposition of G is a stable set).

Recall that a stable set is just a set of individual vertices. Then what this
theorem is saying is that, when, in the modular decomposition process, the set of
a graphs prime modules are attained, then if the graph is a comparability graph
then the prime modules will always have only two possible transitive orientations.

This means that the process of finding a comparability graph’s prime modules
can be done by doing a transitive orientation of the graph. It also means that
graphs can be tested to count how many transitive orientations are present using
modular decomposition.

As well as being heavily related to modular decomposition, comparability
graphs have the property that their chromatic number and stability number can
be attained in polynomial time.

5.7. Transitive orientation: an application to colouring.

Comparability graphs have polynomial time algorithms for the attainment of
their chromatic number and their stability number. The existence of this algo-
rithm relies on the fact that comparability graphs are perfect graphs, and the fact
that any path on a transitively orientated graph is a clique of the corresponding
undirected graph.

Once again we take our information from [13]
In order to implement the algorithm the process of depth first search should be

understood, this is effectively just a way of traversing all the vertices of a given
graph.

The depth first search algorithm begins at a given vertex in a graph and moves
from vertex to adjacent vertex in such a way that the walk generated keeps moving
to unvisited vertices, going as deep into the graph as possible. Once it gets to
the point where the walk ends up on a vertex x with no unvisited neighbours, the
walk back-tracks and searches for unvisited neighbours of the vertex preceding x.
For connected-undirected graphs this procedure traverses each edge once in both
directions. If the undirected graph is disconnected then, to achieve the goal of a
depth first search (that is a walk over all the vertices) the depth first procedure
should be repeated for each connected component of G.

On a directed graph
−→
G , a vertex v ∈

−→
G is a sink if ∀u ∈ Ne(v) each edge

connecting u and v is ordered as (u, v), in other words each edge connected up to

v is directed up toward v. A directed graph
−→
G is said to be acyclic if there are

no paths on the directed edges of
−→
G that return to the same place as they begin

from.
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Related to graph coloring, the height function h is assigned to directed graphs,
height functions can be used in conjunction with comparability graphs.

Definition 5.7.1. Let
−→
G = (V,

−→
E ) be a directed, acyclic graph, then the height

function h is defined on the vertices of
−→
G inductively h(v) = 0 if v is a sink

otherwise h(v) = 1+max{h(w)|w ∈ Ne(v)}

Properties of the height function can be used to prove the perfection of com-
parability graphs, and by this token, provides an efficient algorithm for the cal-
culation of χ(G) and ω(G).

h can be assigned in linear time, using a depth first search algorithm. Assign-
ment of the step function h always constitutes some graph colouring of G. The
number of colours used in this vertex colouring will be the length of the longest

path present in
−→
G this is the same as the value of 1+max{h(v)|v ∈ V }. The

colouring assigned might well not be one using the minimum number of colours,

but the situation is improved if
−→
G is transitive.

When G is a comparability graph, with transitive orientation
−→
G then every

path in
−→
G is a clique of G. So , since the step function uses as many colours

as the maximum path length in
−→
G then it will use as many colours as the size

of the largest clique in G, ω(G). Such a graph colouring is the best possible,
and so for any comparability graph we have ω(X) = χ(X),∀X ⊆ G and hence
comparability graphs are perfect graphs.

Since the step function h can be assigned to a digraph
−→
G in O(|V | + |

−→
E |)

time, using the depth first search method, we have a linear time algorithm for
the determination of χ(G) and ω(G), provided G is a comparability graph.

5.8. A novel example of the graph colouring and transitive orientation.

We investigate a more playful use of transitive orientation with a novel question;
this reveals something about some kinds of situations where comparability graphs
occur and why being able to solve algorithmic problems on them is important.
Question
For x, y ∈ N+ : y > x, how many boxes do you need, in order to place all the
integer numbers between x−1 and y+1 into boxes so that no box holds a number
that is divisible by another number in the same box?

The author knows of no mention of this type of question in literature, and
certainly no analytical answer, although there may well be some theory out there
that relates such kinds of partitioning problems to the distribution of prime num-
bers amongst the set of integers.

Anyway we propose that this problem can be studied through graph theory,
moreover, due to the nature of the graph involved, the concepts of transitive
orientation can be applied to provide a computationally efficient answer to the
question.
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Answer
To recast the problem using graph theory we define the directed graph

−→
ζx,y =

(Vζx,y ,
−−→
Eζx,y) to be the graph where each vertex in Vζx,y has a distinct label cor-

responding to a distinct integer in the interval [x, y].
−−→
Eζx,y) is defined by the

property ∀u, v ∈ Vζx,y , we have ((u, v) ∈
−−→
Eζx,y) ⇔ ( the label of u divides the

label of v). So in effect
−→
ζx,y is the directed graph with the integers in [x, y] as

vertices and with directed arcs joining one integer to another if and only if the
one integer divides the other. Then in a pretty analogous way to the fish hous-
ing problem discussed earlier, our new problem can be seen as a graph colouring

problem on the undirected version of
−→
ζx,y, that is ζx,y. That is ζx,y is as the

directed graph of
−→
ζx,y,but with each directed arc replaced by an undirected edge.

After these definitions we have that the answer to the question is precisely the
chromatic number of ζx,y, that is γ(ζx,y). In other words the minimum number
of boxes required is precisely the minimum number of colours required to colour
the vertices of ζx,y so that no two adjacent vertices have the same colour (which
means that vertices with the same colour don’t divide one another).

So the question is the just asking for the minimum colouring the vertices of
ζx,y. Attainment of the chromatic number is, in general, an NP problem, but
in this case the task be greatly simplified by making an observation about the

presence of of a transitive orientation of ςx,y. Since the directed edges of
−→
ζx,y are

defined by the property ((u, v) ∈
−−→
Eζx,y) ⇔ ( the label of u divides the label of

v), then we have that that if (u, v) ∈
−−→
Eζx,y and (v, w) ∈

−−→
Eζx,y then (u, w) ∈

−−→
Eζx,y

because if the label of u divides the label of v and the label of v divides the label
of w then the label of u divides the label of w. The property if (u, v) ∈

−−→
Eζx,y

and (v, w) ∈
−−→
Eζx,y then (u, w) ∈

−−→
Eζx,y for any u, v, w ∈ Vζx,y means that

−→
ζx,y is

precisely a transitive orientation of ζx,y.
Since ζx,y has a transititive orientation it follows that it is a comparability

graph. This means that the results from subsection 5.7 regarding efficient graph
coloring (using the step function) should be of some use in getting fast awnsers
to the question posed by using a computer.

ζx,y has other interesting properties so we devote a small subsection to exposing
some of its other properties, this is not really in keeping with the main direction
of the dissertation so it can be omitted by the reader without damaging their
comprehension of topics discussed later.

5.9. Further analysis of ζx,y.

In this subsection we consider the ζ2,y graph, this object, which I made up
myself, holds information about the distribution of primes and the divisibility of
the positive integers up to y.
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We establish a few results that will help us to prove a later theorem (theo-
rem 5.9.3) about the connectivity of ζ2,y

Firstly we consider the special standing of the vertices of
−→
ζx,y with labels of

which are prime numbers.

As the converse to a sink, for a directed graph
−→
G , we define a vertex v ∈

−→
G

to be a sink if , for each edge that is attached to v is directed toward v.

Theorem 5.9.1. Vertices with labels that are to prime numbers are sources in−→
ζx,y.

Proof. The proof of this is trivial, there are no numbers that divide into prime

numbers so if v ∈
−→
ζx,y is a vertex with a label that is a prime number then

there will be no directed edges in
−→
ζx,y that are directed towards v. So any edges

connected to v in ζx,y will be directed away from v in
−→
ζx,y and so v is a source in

−→
ζx,y. �

Theorem 5.9.2. For any n! : n ∈ N+ and n! ≤ y, it is true that for any m such
that m ∈ N+ and m ≤ n there is a edge from the vertex with the label m to the

vertex with the label n! in
−→
ζx,y.

Proof. For n! : n ∈ N+ n! = 1.2.3...n so n! is divisible by m, ∀m ∈ N+ : m ≤
n. This means that , according to the definition of

−→
ζ2,y, that there is an edge

connection each such m to n!. �

To study the connectivity of ζ2,y we must know about the distribution of primes,
thus for any m ∈ N+, we define a common device in number theory, π(m) to be
the prime counting function, that is π(m) is the number of primes less than or
equal to m.

Now we can staight another origional result, regarding the path-connectivity
of ζ2,y.

Theorem 5.9.3. The graph ζ2,y has 1 + π(y)− π(by/2c) path-connected compo-
nents.

Proof. Let m ∈ N+ be a number such that m ≤ y/2 then there is a vertex with

label 2m somewhere in
−→
ζ1,y, the vertex with the label m will be connected to this

vertex in ζ2,y and so there will be a path from the vertex with the label m to the
vertex with the label of 2. Now consider the case where m ∈ [y/2, y] and m is
not prime then suppose m has factors a and b so that m = a.b. Then since a and
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b are factors, they are greater than or equal to 2 then, since m = a.b, it is true
that a and b are both less than or equal to m/2. Since m cant be more than y
then a and b are both less than or equal to y/2 , so we see from the earlier part
of the proof that there will be a path from the vertices with labels a and b to
the vertex with the label of 2. Since m is divisible by a and b there will thus be
a path from m to the vertex with the label of 2. Now let m be a prime greater
then y/2 then since m is a source, as stated by theorem 5.9.1, this means that
m will only be connected to vertices, the labels of which are divisible by m, but
since m > y/2, there will be no a ∈ N+ : a > 1 such that m.a ∈ [2, y] and hence
m will be entirely disconnected. So we have shown that, for m ∈ [2, m], unless
m is a prime greater then y/2, m will have a path to 2 in ζ2,y , and when m is
a prime greater than y/2, it will be an isolated vertex in ζ2,y. All vertices in ζ2,y

the labels of which are not primes greater than y/2 will belong to the same path-
connected component whilst each prime greater than y/2 will belong to its own
individual path-connected component. This means that the number of connected
components of ζ2,y will be one plus the number of primes in the interval (y/2, y]
which is the number of primes in the interval [2, y] less the number of primes in
the interval [2, y/2] plus one. Thus the number of connected components of ζ2,y

is 1 + π(y)− π(by/2c).
�

We can see that theorem 5.9.3 holds true for the graph ζ2,13 from the illustration
in figure 17

We can see that this graph has 4 path connected components, this agrees with
our theorem because π(13) = 6 and π(b6.5c) = 3 and hence the number of path
connected components of ζ2,13 is 1 + π(13) - π(b13/2c).

5.10. Cographs.

Sometimes modular decomposition is used in the isomorphism problem, there
are several classes of graphs for which this is the case, many of these involve
graphs with some limitations of the occurrence of P4 graphs. For a graph G,
a subgraph X ⊆ G is a P4 if the subgraph is a path on 4 vertices that has no
‘shortcuts’. We take many things in this subsection from [25] and [26].

For example on the graph in figure 18, the vertex set {v1, v2, v3, v4} induces a
P4 whereas the vertex set {v1, v2, v3, v5} does not induce a P4 because of the edge
from v2 to v5.

There has been much study of what is known as the P4-structure of graphs,
this has led to the definition of many classes of graphs. The simplest of these is
the cograph, that is a graph without any P4’s in any of its subgraphs .

For cographs there are many efficient algorithms for solving, what are gener-
ally computationally difficult problems, this is not only because all cographs are
comparability graphs, but also because of the way that a unique representation
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Figure 17. A drawing of the graph ζ2,13

of cographs can be found, such a representation is known as a cotree. There
are many other made up of classes which try to generalise the results found for
cographs, these include P4-reducible graphs, P4-sparse graphs and P4-extendible
graphs. P4-sparse graphs are defined as graphs for which there does not exist
any subgraph on 5 vertices that induce more then one P4. In their paper in [26]
Luitpold Babel and Stephan Olariu define (q, t) graphs to be graphs G in which
no subgraphs of G on q or less vertices induces more then t subgraphs.

In this notation cographs are (4, 0) graphs while P4-sparse graphs are (5, 1)
graphs. In [26] Luitpold Babel and Stephan Olariu show how to find a unique
tree representation for (q, q−4) graphs. This tree representation can be attained
in polynomial time, using graph algebraic methods like those discussed in [5]. The
intricacies of these tree representations involve the defining so called p-connected
components and are a little too involved to include in this document.

The disjoint union operation on graphs g1 and g2, as discussed in subsection 1.2,
is the graph attained by having g1 and g2 on the same graph, with no edges joined
to one another.

In a way the opposite to disjoint union is the disjoint sum operation. This is
again an operation on two graphs g1 and g2, the resultant output is the graph
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Figure 18. An example of a graph with some P4’s induced on its subgraphs

attained by having g1 and g2 on the same graph, with every possible edge present
that connects vertices in g1 with vertices in g2).

The tree representation in question, called (rather confusingly) the representing
tree, T , and is much simpler for cographs. It is a well known result, discussed
in [31] and [26], that cographs can be constructed by starting with a set of
single vertices, and performing a sequence of disjoint union and disjoint union
operations.

The representing tree for a cograph is, as we said, a tree. The leaves of this
represent the individual vertices of the graph. The interior nodes are each labelled
either 1 or 2, these represent disjoint union or disjoint sum respectively. An
interior node is labelled 1 if it represents the disjoint sum of the subgraphs that
represent its children nodes. An interior node is labelled 2 if it represents the
disjoint union of the subgraphs that represent its children nodes.

Then since for a given graph, the representing tree is unique, whether or not
two cographs are isomorphic can be determined by seeing if the representing trees
are isomorphic. The representing trees are labelled trees and it is known that
testing whether or not two labelled trees are isomorphic can be done in time that
is linear with the number of vertices involved.
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This means that cographs have a polynomial time algorithm for verifying
whether or not they are isomorphic. So for cographs, perhaps using the inef-
ficient algorithm presented in subsection 3.7 to check for automorphically equiv-
alent vertices might not be such a bad idea.

5.11. Efficient modular decomposition.

We have seen applications of modular decomposition to provide some efficient
algorithmic alternatives to other brute force methods geared towards solving var-
ious NP complete problems on graphs. We can hence see that having an efficient
method to attain the modular decomposition of a graph is a worthy goal. This
perhaps explains why there have been so many modular decomposition algo-
rithms developed. We discuss one particular modular decomposition algorithm
which runs in O(n) time, the algorithm of Muller and Spinrad [12].

This is an incremental modular decomposition, it is called incremental because
it works by adding vertices, one by one, to the modular decomposition tree. In
other words to apply the incremental modular decomposition algorithm to a large
graph one begins with a single vertex and adds extra vertices and edges to the
graph, calculating the new modular decomposition with each vertex addition.
The algorithm is able to keep track of where to place new vertices by an object
known as the N representation of a graph. This type of graph representation
that is similar to the modular decomposition tree. Special labelling procedures
are carried out on this tree and the result is that the modifications to the modular
decomposition of a graph by the addition of a new vertex (with some connecting
vertices) can be found quickly. This means that the incremental modular decom-
position algorithm is an algorithm that can perform modular decomposition in
time that is linear with the number of vertices involved on the graph.

5.12. Graph decompositions and graph symmetry.

We show how analysis of the graph decompositions can be used to reveal certain
types automorphically equivalent vertices. This section contains my reflections
on how the symetries in graphs that we have already discussed will be related to
some of the graph decomposition notions that have been discussed. In particular
theorem 5.12.1 shows how testing for automorphically equivalent vertices can be
be aided by using modular decomposition. Also we make a conjecture about
how the cographs’s unque tree representation should have special characterisitics
when the cograph in question is symmetric.

Our first theorem concerns the case when a pair of vertices x, y in a module
are automorphically equivalant in the module, in such a case we show that the
vertices are automorphically equivalent within the entire graph.
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Theorem 5.12.1.

For a graph G if m is a module m ⊆ G such that x and y are automorphi-
cally equivalent vertices in m, then it is true that x and y are automorphically
equivalent vertices in G.

Proof. If x and y are automorphically equivalent in m then there is an automor-
phism of m, fm, such that fm : m 7→ m and fm(x) = y.

Then let us define the mapping f by the rules: if u ∈ m then f(u) = fm(u)
and if u ∈ G−m then f(u) = u. Then clearly f : G 7→ G and f is one to one, we
will show that f is an automorphism by considering all possible pairs of vertices
in G.

If u, v ∈ m or u, v ∈ G − m then either f is acts as fm on u and v, or f is
an exact mapping of u and v to themselves, either way it is true that u adj v ⇔
f(u) adj f(v).

Now we consider the case where u ∈ m and v ∈ G−m, then from our definition
of f we have that f(u) = fm(u) and f(v) = v. Also note that f(u) ∈ m. Then
since m is a module it is true that any vertex in G −m is either adjacent to all
vertices in m or is adjacent to no vertex in m. This means that, since v ∈ G−m,
it is true that u adj v ⇔ f(u) adj v. Now since v = f(v) we have that u adj v ⇔
f(u) adj f(v).

This means that f is an automorphism of G under which x and y are auto-
morphically equivalent.

�

So the theorem says that if one of a graph’s modules contains a pair of auto-
morphically equivalent vertices then such vertices are automorphically equivalent
in the original graph. This means, with knowledge of the modular decomposition
tree, one may search the modules, one by one, looking for automorphically equiv-
alent vertices. Since such a decomposition can be calculated in linear time (using
the algorithm in subsection 5.11), because most algorithms to find automorphisms
take exponential time, breaking the graph into modules before searching could
be argued to be a worthwhile activity. On the other hand one should note that
the converse of theorem 5.12.1 is not true. This means that in an exhaustive
search for a graphs automorphically equivalent vertices theorem 5.12.1 will not
be gaurentee that all automorphically equivalant vertices will be found. In this
way there will be two types of pairs of automorphically equivalent vertices x, y
that may occur. Those with both x and y in the same module, that is x, y ∈ m
, and those with one vertex in one module and one vertex in another, that is
x ∈ m and y ∈ G − m. Since x and y are automorphically equivalent then we
should expect x and y to have similar standing in the modular decomposition
tree, in particular we would expect that the module which contains x would be
isomorphic to the module which contains y.
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As we discussed in section 5.10, graph decomposition can sometimes be used to
make unique tree representations of graphs. It interesting to note that these kind
of representations (such as cographs) should retain the same kind of symmetries
as the graphs which they represent.

In particular if we see a certain kind of symmetry in the cograph then we would
expect a mirror symmetry in the structure of the cotree (that is the cographs’s
unique tree representation).

Conjecture 5.12.2. Let G be a cograph with the cotree T (G) and let x and y be a
pair of automorphically equivalent vertices in G. Then there is a node n ∈ T (G)
with children nodes nx and ny such that x is in the subgraph corresponding to nx

and y is in the subgraph corresponding to ny. Moreover these two subgraphs will
be isomorphic and hence have identical cotrees.

The conjecture seems justified when we consider theorem 3.4.8, this theorem
shows how the quality of automorphic equivalence can infer a sort of mirror
symmetry in graphs. Then this mirror symmetry should surely manifest itself in
the cotree representation and hence there will be a point where the cotree will
branch into two identical parts.

It is also interesting to consider, in this vein, that surely other unique graph
representation forms, such as the one applied by nauty, should retain some of the
symmetry characteristics of the graphs they represent.
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Conclusion

As we have aleady said this document can largly be considered in two parts.
The first part is mostly interested in general introductions and the presentation
of our new results regarding automorphically equivalent vertices. The conclusions
about these results are mostly contained within subsection 4.5, where we review
what has been discussed and suggest possible new directions in which research
about graph symmetry may be performed.

It is also worth noting the presence of subsection 4.3. This subsection discusses
computer code used in this project. I wrote lots computer code for this project,
for the original purpose of statistically investigating the symmetric properties of
various kinds of random graphs. The maple code I present in the appendix is
all code I wrote myself, even though some of this code was written to do graph
theoretical tasks involved in previous projects.

With the code, I had planned to find out whether there was any correlation
between the performance P of the density classification algorithm and the fraction
of all possible vertex pairs of a graph that were automorphically equivalent. To
perform this task Sparrow’s method was written as maple code because it is able
to find the fraction of vertex pairs that are automorophically equivalent very
quickly. An investigation to this regard would be interesting because the density
classification problem has become something of a focal point in the study of how
graph structure affects the performance of cellular automata. To this regard the
maple code present to generate lattice graphs and β graphs could be of some
use in retracing the footsteps of Watts in his study of how clustering coefficients
affect P in β-graphs. Instead one could study how much symmetry occurs in β
graphs of various β coefficients, and in turn how much this symmetry is related
to the density classification performance P . In this regard it is important to note
that all pairs of vertices on a totally regular lattice (that is a β-graph with β = 0)
are automorphically equivalent.

Section 5 discusses subjects related to algorithmic graph theory, in this section
we have reviewed the technique of modular decomposition. We have shown some
ways that this is related to transitive orientation. We have reviewed a few points
about transitive orientation, for example a way in which it is related to the
efficient attainment of the chromatic number of a comparability graph.

We elaborate on the ideas of transitive orientation when considering the ex-
ample regarding the graph ζx,y. Studying of this graph is rather interesting in its
own right, the actual mathematical object could be of some interest with regards
in number theory. It would be interesting to find out more analytical results
regarding ζx,y, for example is there a closed form expression for χ(ζ2,y)?. In re-
gard to trying to find out more qualities out about ζx,y our results regarding the
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graphs path-connectivity and transitivity should be of some use. After all the
fact that ζx,y has a transitive orientation means that it is a comparability graph
which mean that it is a perfect graph. Their are many properties of ζx,y that
could be studied, perhaps finding any symmetries present in ζx,y could be of use
to number theory.

With regards to the modular decomposition of graphs it also of some interest
to recall our discussion of cographs and how the isomorphism of cographs can be
performed in polynomial time. It seems from the paper [25] that the subject of
the P4 structure of graphs is still very much on the advance and it is a shame
that there is not more space for more than just a passing comment about this
expanding field.

We do give some results which relate some concepts in algorithmic graph the-
ory to the idea of symmetry in graphs. Our conjecture about symmetry in graphs
being reflected in symmetry in the unique cotree of a graph could be the most
useful such relation. It is also of interest to point out that, due to the ‘vertex
similarity’ within modules, we have that pairs of automorphically equivalent ver-
tices within modules are automorphically equivalent vertices within the graph in
which the modules are contained, this is proved by theorem 5.12.1.

So by part of a grand conclusion, many different concepts in graph theory
have been discussed and we have shown many connections between them, mostly
regarding the projects central theme of symmetry. Perhaps the project most ap-
plicable new result is theorem 3.3.2 regarding dynamical systems on graphs. The
theoretical background we have established regarding isomorphisms, neighbour-
hoods and graph symmetries will hopefully be of some use as well.
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Appendix

We present the maple code used in this project, this was written with maple
9.5 and uses many internal math packages and black box commands.

> #Toolbox,including random graph makers, clustering coefficient finder and

> #graph illustraiton #maker(that just implements the maple draw blackbox

> #command)

> #

> #

> restart:

>

> with(linalg):

> with(combinat):

> with(networks):

>

> randum:=proc(q):

> wwe:=rand(1..q):

> return(wwe()):

> end proc:

>

> breed:=proc(a,b):

> a1:=rowdim(a):

> u:=0:

>

>

> S:=array(1..a1,1..a1):

> for x from 1 to a1 do

> for y from 1 to a1 do

> S[x,y]:=0:

> can:=0:

> if a[x,y]=1 then can:=1: end if:

> if b[x,y]=1 then can:=1: end if:

> if can=1 then if a[x,y]=b[x,y] then S[x,y]:=1: end if: end if:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> for x from 1 to a1 do

> for y from 1 to a1 do
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> u:=u+S[x,y]/2:

> end do:

> end do:

>

>

>

> #return(S);

> #print(S):

> #print(a1-u):

>

> for t from 1 to a1-u do

> for t5 from 1 do

> X5:=randum(a1):

> Y5:=randum(a1):

> if X5<>Y5 and S[X5,Y5]=0 then

> S[X5,Y5]:=1:

> S[Y5,X5]:=1:

> break:

> end if:

> end do:

> end do:

> return(S):

>

>

> end proc:

>

>

> orderrow:=proc(RR,vb):

> for t from 1 to vb do

> HH[t]:=RR[t]:

> end do:

>

> g:=0:

> for mm from 1 do

> y:=100:

> for t from 1 to vb do

> if HH[t]<y then y:=HH[t]: end if:

> end do:

> for t from 1 to vb do

> if HH[t]=y then break:

> end if:

> end do:

> g:=g+1:
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> P[g]:=t:

> HH[t]:=101:

> if g=vb then break: end if:

> end do:

> return(P):

> end proc:

>

> DIJ:=proc(H,v00):

> rw:=rowdim(H):

> W:=array(1..rw):

> d:=array(1..rw):

> p:=array(1..rw):

> inW:=array(1..rw):

> L:=array(1..rw,1..rw):

> Ch:=array(1..rw):

> for x from 1 to rw do

> for y from 1 to rw do

> L[x,y]:=0:

> W[x]:=0:

> d[x]:=infinity:

> inW[x]:=0:

> Ch[x]:=0:

> end do:

> end do:

> Wcount:=1:

> q:=v00:

> d[q]:=0:

> inW[q]:=1:

> W[Wcount]:=q:

> p[q]:=0:

> #print(d):

> for FF from 1 do

> if Wcount=rw then break: end if:

> for n from 1 to rw do

> if inW[n]=1 then

> for t from 1 to rw do

> if inW[t]=0 and H[n,t]<>0 then

> if d[n]+H[n,t]<d[t] then

> d[t]:=d[n]+H[n,t]:

> p[t]:=n:

> end if:

> end if:

> end do:
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> end if:

> end do:

> mm:=infinity:

> for t from 1 to rw do

> if d[t]<mm and inW[t]=0 then

> mm:=d[t]:

> K:=t:

> end if:

> end do:

> inW[K]:=1:

> Wcount:=Wcount+1:

> W[Wcount]:=K:

> L[K,p[K]]:=1:

> L[p[K],K]:=1:

> #print(L);

> end do:

> #print(L);

> return(d):

> end proc:

>

> makernd:=proc(N,K):

>

> SS:=array(1..N,1..N):

> r:=pooo->round(N*rand()*10^(-12)+0.5):

> for x5 from 1 to N do

> for y5 from 1 to N do

> SS[x5,y5]:=0:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> for j5 from 1 to (K*N/2) do

>

> for t5 from 1 do

> X5:=r():

> Y5:=r():

> if X5<>Y5 and SS[X5,Y5]=0 then

> SS[X5,Y5]:=1:

> SS[Y5,X5]:=1:

> break:

> end if:

> end do:

>

> end do:
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>

> return(SS):

> end proc:

>

> avle:=proc(H):

> r3:=rowdim(H):

> q3:=0:

> for t3 from 1 to r3 do

> ar3:=DIJ(H,r3):

> m3:=0:

> for j3 from 1 to r3 do

> m3:=m3+ar3[j3]:

> end do:

> q3:=q3+m3/(r3):

> end do:

> return(evalf(q3/r3)):

> end proc:

>

> with(networks):

> pic:=proc(H):

> rb:=rowdim(H):

> Q:=H;

> new(U):

> for t from 1 to rb do

> addvertex(t,U):

> end do:

> for x from 1 to rb do

> for y from 1 to rb do

> if Q[x,y]<>0 then

> addedge([x,y],U):

> end if:

> end do:

> end do:

> (draw(U));

> #display(UUU):

>

> end proc:

>

> with(networks):

> pic3d:=proc(H):

> rb:=rowdim(H):

> Q:=H;

> new(U):
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> for t from 1 to rb do

> addvertex(t,U):

> end do:

> for x from 1 to rb do

> for y from 1 to rb do

> if Q[x,y]<>0 then

> addedge([x,y],U):

> end if:

> end do:

> end do:

> (draw3d(U));

> #display(UUU):

>

> end proc:

>

>

> compare:=proc(a,b):

> a1:=rowdim(a):

> q:=0:

> for x from 1 to a1 do

> for y from 1 to a1 do

> if a[x,y]=b[x,y] then

> q:=q+1:

> end if:

> end do:

> end do:

> return(q):

> end proc:

>

> mutate:=proc(H,m):

> a1:=rowdim(H):

> n:=round(m*a1):

>

> G:=array(1..a1,1..a1):

>

> for x from 1 to a1 do

> for y from 1 to a1 do

> G[x,y]:=H[x,y]:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> for t from 1 to n do

>
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>

>

> for q from 1 do

> x1:=randum(a1):

> y1:=randum(a1):

> if G[x1,y1]=1 then

>

> x2:=randum(a1):

> y2:=randum(a1):

> if x2<>y2 and G[x2,y2]=0 and (x2,y2)<>(x1,y1) then

> G[x1,y1]:=0:

> G[y1,x1]:=0:

> G[x2,y2]:=1:

> G[y2,x2]:=1:

> break:

> end if:

> end if:

> end do:

> end do:

> return(G):

> end proc:

>

>

> makewheel:=proc(Q,w):

> s:=0:

> for t from 1 to w do

> s:=s+Q[t]:

> end do:

> for t from 1 to w do

> PP[t]:=evalf(Q[t]/s):

> end do:

> return(PP):

> end proc:

>

> randum:=proc(o):

> re:=rand(1..o):

> ree:=re():

> return(ree):

> end proc:

>

> with(linalg):

> removerandumedge:=proc(G):

> a1:=rowdim(G):
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>

> H:=array(1..a1,1..a1):

> q:=0:

> for x from 1 to a1 do

> for y from 1 to a1 do

> H[x,y]:=G[x,y]:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> for t from 1 do

> x1:=randum(a1):

> y1:=randum(a1):

> if H[x1,y1]=1 then

> H[x1,y1]:=0:

> H[y1,x1]:=0:

> break:

> end if:

> end do:

> return(H):

> end proc:

>

> edgecnt:=proc(G):

> sw:=0:

> a1:=rowdim(G):

> for x from 1 to a1 do

> for y from 1 to a1 do

> sw:=sw+G[x,y]/2:

> end do:

> end do:

> return(sw):

> end proc:

>

> breed2:=proc(G1,G2):

> a1:=rowdim(G1):

> e1:=edgecnt(G1):

> H:=array(1..a1,1..a1):

> q:=0:

> for x from 1 to a1 do

> for y from 1 to a1 do

> H[x,y]:=0:

> sw:=0:

> if G1[x,y]=1 then H[x,y]:=1: sw:=1: end if:

> if G2[x,y]=1 then H[x,y]:=1: sw:=1: end if:
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> if sw=1 then q:=q+1/2: end if:

> end do:

> end do:

> for t from 1 to q-e1 do

> H:=removerandumedge(H):

> end do:

> return(H):

> end proc:

>

> dia:=proc(H):

> rb:=rowdim(H):

> Q:=H;

> new(U):

> for t from 1 to rb do

> addvertex(t,U):

> end do:

> for x from 1 to rb do

> for y from 1 to rb do

> if Q[x,y]<>0 then

> addedge([x,y],U):

> end if:

> end do:

> end do:

> return(diameter(U));

>

> end proc:

>

> maxi:=proc(F,w):

> aw:=0:

> for t from 1 to w do

> H[t]:=F[t]:

> end do:

> for t from 1 to 2 do

> for x from 1 to w do

> if H[x]>aw then

> aw:=H[x]:

> H[x]:=0:

> end if:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> for t from 1 to w do

> if aw=F[t] then m:=t: end if:
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> end do:

> return(m):

> end proc:

>

> mklist:=proc(F,w):

> am:=0:

>

> for t from 1 to w do

> H[t]:=F[t]:

> end do:

>

> for t from 1 to w do

> j:=maxi(H,w):

> Q[t]:=j:

> H[j]:=0:

> end do:

> return(Q):

> end proc:

>

> addressesofbesthalf:=proc(dataa,w):

> for t from 1 to w/2 do

> alf[t]:=mklist(dataa,w)[t]:

> end do:

> return(alf):

> end proc:

>

> choseafitone:=proc(MM,w):

> for t from 1 to w do

> Lr[t]:=dia(MM[t]):

> end do:

> xx:=randum(w/2):

>

> return(MM[addressesofbesthalf(Lr,w)[xx]]):

> end proc:

>

> gen:=proc(F,w):

> for q from 1 to w do

> a1:=rowdim(F[q]):

> H[q]:=array(1..a1,1..a1):

> for x from 1 to a1 do

> for y from 1 to a1 do

> H[q][x,y]:=F[q][x,y]:

> end do:
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> end do:

> end do:

>

>

> for vc from 1 to w do

> a:=choseafitone(F,w):

> b:=choseafitone(F,w):

> H[vc]:=breed2(a,b):

> end do:

> return(H):

> end proc:

>

> gen2:=proc(F,w,mutt):

>

> for q from 1 to w do

> a1:=rowdim(F[q]):

> H[q]:=array(1..a1,1..a1):

> for x from 1 to a1 do

> for y from 1 to a1 do

> H[q][x,y]:=F[q][x,y]:

> end do:

> end do:

> end do:

>

>

> for vc from 1 to w do

> a:=choseafitone(F,w):

> b:=choseafitone(F,w):

> H[vc]:=mutate(breed2(a,b),mutt):

> end do:

> return(H):

> end proc:

>

> choseafitone:=proc(MM,w):

> for t from 1 to w do

> Lr[t]:=findclus(MM[t]):

> end do:

> xx:=randum(w/2):

>

> return(MM[addressesofbesthalf(Lr,w)[xx]]):

> end proc:

>

> ken:=makernd(15,3):
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> lookslikeken:=proc(GG):

> sw:=compare(GG,ken):

> end proc:

>

> makeclus:=proc(G,v):

> aq:=0:

> ar:=rowdim(G):

> for t from 1 to ar do

> if G[v,t]=1 then aq:=aq+1: inset[aq]:=t: end if:

> end do:

> sw:=0:

> for a3 from 1 to aq do

> for t from 1 to ar do

>

> isinset:=0:

> for m from 1 to aq do

> if inset[m]=t then isinset:=1: end if:

> end do:

>

> if G[inset[a3],t]=1 and isinset=1 then sw:=sw+1/2: end if:

> end do:

> end do:

> #return(sw):

> #print(aq):

> #print(sw):

> faq:=1:

> if aq>1 then faq:=2*(aq(aq-1)): end if:

> return(evalf(sw/faq)):

> end proc:

> findclus:=proc(G):

> sww:=0:

> for j from 1 to rowdim(G) do

> sww:=sww+makeclus(G,j):

> end do:

> return(evalf(2*sww/rowdim(G))):

> end proc:

>

> fit:=proc(G):

> return(evalf(findclus(G)-dia(G)/rowdim(G))):

> end proc:

>

> pic3d(makernd(10,3));

>
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> isostupid2:=proc(L,A,C,n):

> #B:=array(1..n,1..n):

> am:=0:

> for p from 1 to factorial(n) do

> rs:=permute(L)[p]:

> ss:=0:

>

> for x from 1 to n do

> for y from 1 to n do

>

> #AA[x,y]:=B[rs[x],rs[y]]:

> #B[rs[x],rs[y]]:=AA[x,y]:

> #B[rs[y],rs[x]]:=AA[y,x]:

> if B[rs[x],rs[y]]=A[x,y] then ss:=ss+1: end if:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> #ssq:=0:

> #for xx from 1 to n do

> #for yy from 1 to n do

> #if B[xx,yy]=C[xx,yy] then ssq:=ssq+1: end if:

> #end do:

> #end do:

> #if (ssq)=n^2 then am:=1: end if:

> if (ss)=n^2 then am:=1: end if:

> end do:

> return(am):

> end proc:

> #Example of drawing random graphs

> r1:=makernd(20,3):

> pic(r1);

> pic3d(r1);

> #Isomorphism checker

> iso:=proc(A,B,n):

> L := [seq(i,i=1..n)];

> am:=0:

> for p from 1 to factorial(n) do

> rs:=permute(L)[p]:

> ss:=0:

>

> for x from 1 to n do

> for y from 1 to n do

>
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> if B[rs[x],rs[y]]=A[x,y] then ss:=ss+1: end if:

> end do:

> end do:

>

>

> if (ss)=n^2 then am:=1: end if:

> end do:

> return(am):

> end proc:

>

> #Example of graph isomorphism testing

> #(keep running the algorithm till it happens to generate

> #isomorphic random graphs)

>

> r1:=makernd(4,2):

> r2:=makernd(4,2):

> pic(r1);

> pic(r2);

> iso(r1,r2,4);

> #New, inefficient, algorthim for finding automorphically

> # equivalent vertices

> myautofind:=proc(W,n):

> ssqq:=0:

> #W:=makernd(5,2):

> #W:

> #n:=5:

>

> for X from 1 to n do

>

> v:=X:

> #removevetex:=proc(A,n,v):

> B:=array(1..n-1,1..n-1):

> #C:=array(1..n,1..n):

> for x from 1 to n do

> for y from 1 to n do

>

> if x<v and y<v then B[x,y]:=W[x,y]: end if:

> if x<v and y>v then B[x,y-1]:=W[x,y]: end if:

> if x>v and y<v then B[x-1,y]:=W[x,y]: end if:

> if x>v and y>v then B[x-1,y-1]:=W[x,y]: end if:

> end do:

> end do:

>
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> for Y from 1 to n do

>

> v:=Y:

> #removevetex:=proc(A,n,v):

> BB:=array(1..n-1,1..n-1):

> #C:=array(1..n,1..n):

> for x from 1 to n do

> for y from 1 to n do

> #C[x,y]:=A[x,y]:

> #C[y,x]:=A[y,x]:

> if x<v and y<v then BB[x,y]:=W[x,y]: end if:

> if x<v and y>v then BB[x,y-1]:=W[x,y]: end if:

> if x>v and y<v then BB[x-1,y]:=W[x,y]: end if:

> if x>v and y>v then BB[x-1,y-1]:=W[x,y]: end if:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> if iso(BB,B,n-1)=1 and X<>Y then ssqq:=ssqq+1: Nq[ssqq]:=(X,Y); end if:

>

> end do:

> end do:

> Nq[0]:=ssqq:

> return(Nq):

> end proc:

>

>

> #example of finding automorphically equivalant vertices

> A:=array(1..4,1..4):

> A[1,1]:=0: A[1,2]:=1: A[1,3]:=1: A[1,4]:=1:

> A[2,1]:=1: A[3,1]:=1: A[4,1]:=1:

> A[2,2]:=0: A[2,3]:=1: A[2,4]:=0:

> A[3,2]:=1: A[4,2]:=0:

> A[3,3]:=0: A[3,4]:=0:

> A[4,3]:=0:

> A[4,4]:=0:

> pic(A);

> Ar:=myautofind(A,4):

> for t from 1 to Ar[0] do

> print(Ar[t]):

> end do:

> #inefficient automorphic vertex pair counter

> autocount1:=proc(GG,nn):

> RR:=myautofind(GG,nn);
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> ssq:=0:

> for t from 1 to RR[0] do

> if RR[t][1]<>RR[t][2] then ssq:=ssq+1/2: end if:

> #print(RR[t]):

> end do:

> return(ssq):

> end proc:

> #using inefficient auto count

> autocount1(A,4);

> #Sparrows algorithm:basic

> sparrow:=proc(GG,nn,T):

> S:=array(1..nn):

> deg:=array(1..nn):

> for x from 1 to nn do

> degx:=0:

> for y from 1 to nn do

> degx:=degx+GG[x,y]:

> end do:

> S[x]:=degx:

> deg[x]:=degx:

> end do:

>

> for t from 1 to T do

>

> for x from 1 to nn do:

> sp:=evalf(deg[x]+Pi^0.5):

> for y from 1 to nn do

> if GG[x,y]=1 then

> sp:=(sp*(Pi+S[y])):

> end if:

> end do:

> newS[x]:=evalf(sp):

> end do:

>

> for x from 1 to nn do

> S[x]:=newS[x]:

> end do:

>

> end do:

>

> return(S):

> end proc:

> #Sparrow automorphically equivalant vertex lister
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> findautosparrow:=proc(GG,nn,T):

>

> visited:=array(1..nn,1..nn):

>

> for x from 1 to nn do

> for y from 1 to nn do

> visited[x,y]:=0:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> Ar:=sparrow(GG,nn,T):

> sq:=0:

> for x from 1 to nn do

> for y from 1 to nn do

> if Ar[x]=Ar[y] and x<>y and visited[x,y]=0 then

> visited[x,y]:=1: visited[y,x]:=1: sq:=sq+1: M[sq]:=x,y: end if:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> S:=array(0..sq):

> for t from 1 to sq do

> S[t]:=M[t]:

> end do:

> S[0]:=sq:

> return(S):

> end proc:

> #usingsparrow

> print(findautosparrow(A,4,3));

> #Example:counting the average number of

> #automorphically equivalant vertices on random graphs

> T:=1000:

> sq:=0:

> for t from 1 to T do

> r:=makernd(5,2):

> sq:=sq+findautosparrow(r,5,6)[0]:

> end do:

> print(evalf(sq/T));

> #Simulation of example dynamical system on graph

> sampledyn:=proc(G,L,n,T):

>

> for t from 1 to T do

>

> for x from 1 to n do
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> val:=0:

> for y from 1 to n do

> if G[x,y]=1 then val:=val+L[y]: end if:

> end do:

> L[x]:=val:

> end do:

>

> end do:

>

> S:=array(1..n):

> for x from 1 to n do

> S[x]:=L[x]:

> end do:

>

> return(S):

> end proc:

>

>

> A:=array(1..8,1..8):

>

> for x from 1 to 8 do

> for y from 1 to 8 do

> A[x,y]:=0:

> end do:

> end do:

>

> A[1,4]:=1:

> A[2,4]:=1:

> A[4,3]:=1:

> A[3,6]:=1:

> A[3,7]:=1:

> A[3,5]:=1:

> A[3,8]:=1:

> A[6,7]:=1:

> A[5,8]:=1:

>

> A[4,1]:=1:

> A[4,2]:=1:

> A[3,4]:=1:

> A[6,3]:=1:

> A[7,3]:=1:

> A[5,3]:=1:

> A[8,3]:=1:
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> A[7,6]:=1:

> A[8,5]:=1:

> pic(A);

> LL:=array(1..8):

> LL[1]:=10:

> LL[2]:=11:

> LL[3]:=13:

> LL[4]:=12:

> LL[5]:=14:

> LL[6]:=14:

> LL[7]:=15:

> LL[8]:=15:

> T:=5:

> n:=8:

>

> for t from 1 to T do

>

> for x from 1 to n do

> val:=0:

> for y from 1 to n do

> if A[x,y]=1 then val:=val+LL[y]: end if:

> end do:

> LL[x]:=val+LL[x]:

> print(x,LL[x]):

> end do:

>

> end do:

>

> S:=array(1..n):

> for x from 1 to n do

> S[x]:=LL[x]:

> end do:

> #makelatticegraph of a given degree

> makelattice:=proc(k,n):

>

> AA:=array(1..n,1..n):

>

> for x from 1 to n do

> for y from 1 to n do

> AA[x,y]:=0:

> AA[y,x]:=0:

> end do:

> end do:
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> for x from 1 to n do

> for i from -k/2 to k/2 do

> if modp(x+i,n)<>0 then if i<>0 then AA[modp(x+i,n),x]:=1: AA[x,modp(x+i,n)]:=1: end if: else

> if x<>0 then AA[x,n]:=1: AA[n,x]:=0: end if:

> end if:

>

> end do:

> end do:

> return(AA):

> end proc:

> #example lattice graph

> pic(makelattice(2,12));

> pic(makelattice(4,12));

>

>

>

> #make beta graph

>

> makebeta:=proc(b,n,k):

> r:=xxx->evalf(rand()*10^(-12)):

> rrr:=rand(1..n);

>

> SS:=makelattice(k,n):

>

> for q from 1 to k/2 do

>

> for x from 1 to n do

>

> fq:=modp(x+q,n):

> if fq =0 then fq:=n: end if:

>

> rq:=r():

>

> if rq<b then SS[fq,x]:=0: SS[x,fq]:=0:

>

> for gg from 1 do

> XX:=rrr():

> YY:=rrr():

> if XX<>YY and SS[XX,YY]=0 then break: end if:

> end do:

>

> SS[XX,YY]:=1:

> SS[YY,XX]:=1:
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> end if:

>

> end do:

> end do:

>

> return(SS):

> end proc:

> #example beta graphs

> pic(makebeta(0.1,12,4));

> pic(makebeta(0.8,12,4));

>
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